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(54) Method for establishment ofthe power level for uplink data transmission In a multiple access

system for communications networks

(57) The power level for uplink data transnnission in

a wireless communications network utilizing an on-de-

mand multiple access method with a fair queuing serv-

ice discipline (ODMAFQ) for efficient utilization of the

limited bandwidth available in the wireless network is es-

tablished during the initial access request message. The

power level in a wireless network having a base station

and several remote hosts is established by first trans-

mitting a short connection request message to the base

station from one of the remote hosts at an initial power

level that is set relative to the nominal open loop power

level, tf the first remote host's transmission is unsuc-

cessful, the power level is incremented by a power in-

crement amount that may be predetermined, and the

steps of transmitting and incrementing are repeated un-

til the transmission from remote host to base station is

successful. Finally the power level at which transmis-

sion is successful is stored and used for further data

transmission between that particular remote host and

the wireless network base station.
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Description :j ^ <
'

- * ^ -
, j . ' - ^ 1,-1* C:

Field ot 'the Invention ' ^ 1 j w/:0^ r^ni, r. j ; . . . . : , . . , s ,.f

5 [Oboi]' * The'pres'eht invention relates to a medium access:control (MAG) protocol, known as an 'on-demand nnultiple

access lair queuing" system, for application -in a wireless communications network* system. In;particular. the invention

relates to a method for establishment of the power level for initial and subsequent uplink data transmission*when using

the on-demand fair queuing protocol in time and. frequency division half- -and full-duplex multiple access wireless net-

worlds.'
' ' . ' "

.

'
' V . . .- - ^

10 ' -.'.^.^.r . . . ^
. .....

, ^

Backgroun'd-of the Invigntion ^ ^ :
- 1; -

[0002] Wireless services, such as cellular voice and data and wireless LANs, are expected to enjoy rapid growth in

the years tocbrhe. Third generation wireless networks designed to carry multimedia traffiaare currently under intensive

15 research, with th'e major goals being to provide searriless.communications, high. bandwidth availability, and guaranteed

Quality of Service (QoS) without any- location or mobility constraints. „ , .

-r ^

[0003] Fig. 1 depicts a prior art wired network for data' exchange. Shown are the three existing business. entities

whose 'equipment, working in concert, is typically utilized today to provide remote internet access through. rnodenris to

user computers. User computers 2 and user modems 4 constitute end systems. rjhe first business entjty shown in Fig

20 1 is the telephone company '(telco) that owns and operates the dial-up plain old telephone system, (POTS) or inlegraled

services data network (ISDN). The telco provides a transmission medium in the form a of public switched telephone

network (PSTN) 6'over which bits or packets can flow between users and the other two business;entities. h

[0004] The second business entity shown in Fig. 1 is the internet service provider (ISP). The ISP deploys and rr>an-

ages one or more points of presence (POPs) 8 in its service area, to which end users.conne.ct for network service. An
25 ISP ty^>ically establishes a POP in each major local calling area in which the ISR.expects to have subscribers. The

POP 8 converts message traffic from the PSTN 6 into a digital form to be carried over intranet backbone 10, which is

either owned by the ISP or leased from an intranet -backbone provider such as MCI, Inc. AnJSP typically leases

fractional or full T1 or T3 lines from the telco for connectivity to the PSTN. The POPs Sand the ISP's media data center

14 are connected together over the intranet backbone 10 through router 12A. The data center 14 houses the tSP's

30 web sen/el's, mail servers, accounting, and registratioa servers, enabling the ISP to provide web content, e-mail and

web'^hosting services to end users. Future value-added services may be added by deploying additional types of servers

in the data center 14. The ISP maintains router 12A in order to connect to public internet backbone.20. In the existing

model for remote access, end users typically have"s6rvice relationships with both theiraelco and their ISPr usually

getting separate bills from each End users access the ISP and, through the ISP. public internet; 20. by dialirig the

35 nearest POP and running a communication protocol known as the Internet Engineering Task. Force (IETF) pointrtO:

jDoint (PPP) protocol • ^ ' -
. : : .

-
, , ,

[0005] The third business entity shown in Fig/1 is a private corporation which owns and operates its ovyn private

intranet 1 8, accessed through router- 12B. Corpbrate'employees may remotely access corporate network 1 B (e.g,i from

home or while on the road) by making POTS/ISDN calls to corporate remote access server 16 andjrunning the.JETF

40 ppp protocol For corporate access, "end users pay only for the cost of connecting to corporateiremote access server

16. The ISP is not involved. The:private corporation maintains router 12B in order to connect an end user to either

corporate intranet 18 or public internet 20. • • ; f .
"

:. 5

^

[0006] End users currently pay the telco for both the cost of making phone calls and the cost of a phone line into

their home. End users also must pay the ISP for access to the ISP's network and services. Today, internet service

-^5 providers offer internet access services, web content services, e-mail services, content-hosting services, and roaming

to end users. Because of low margins and lack of market segmentation based on features and price, ISPs are looking

for value-added services to improve margins. In the short term, equipment vendors want to be able to offer solutions

to ISPs thai enable them to offer faster access, virtual. private networking (the ability to use public networks securely

as private networks and connect to intranets), roaming consortiums, push technologies, and specific Quality of Service.

50 In the longer term, it is desired to offer voice over internet and mobility. ISPs will then be able to use these value-added

services to escape from the low margin straitjacket. Many of these value-added services fall into the category of network

services and can be offered only through'the network infrastructure equipment. Other value-added services fall.into

the category of application services which require support from the network irifrasti'ucturc, while still. others do not

require ariv support from the network infrr structure. In particular, services like faster access, vir;tual private networking,

55 roaming, mobility: voice. Quality of Service, and QoS-based accounting all need enhanced network infrastructure...

' [0007] Wireless communications networks have the advantage"of being able to. extend the reach of- wired networks.

' However, achievable bandwidths in wireless networks-frequently lag behind those available in wired networks, -Wired

broadband systems like asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) are capable o1 providing services with different QoS (e.

2
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g.. constant bit rate (CBR). variable bit rate (VBR). and available bit rate (ABR)) for enhanced support of mgltim^dia'

applications. It is desired to extend such services to wireless networks. Research on nnerging ATM and wireless net-

works is therefore currently underway in many institutions and research laboratories. Many fundamental is.su^s.,af-^

fecting everything fronn the access layer to the transport layer, are being studied. Besides use of AJfsA as a transmission

5 format at the 'air interface: of a wireless'-netwoi-k; ATM. iscalso-being. considered jorfthe .wjfPdJnfra^tfucti^rQ'pf ce|lyiar^

systems. Such a wired'-ATM' irifrasitruciurfe wiDuld be capable ofiSupporting:multiple access.atr inte.clacet technologies

(e.g.. CDMA;TDMA, etc.). "
-

^'^ ^ '-'o:. j^: :• . '-i v.':! ^ .1>;.--
• : \-c n ^ .

^

[0008] In a wireless netwoi^k that suppbrts multimedia traffictan efficient channel access protocol.needs to be.ma>(-.

imize the utilization of the limited wireless spectrum while still supporting the quality of sen/ice requirements of all traffic.^

10 Several well-known channel access protocols are currently used in wireless data systems, such as Slotted Aloha,

PRIMA, etc.. Slotted Aloha is a simple protocol but. because it does not attempt to avoid orresplvp cpllisions between

data users, its theoretical capacity is just 0.37. In addition, Slotted Aloha is unsuitable for efficient transmissfon of

variable-length packets. ^" "i'*'
''

, . ^z.' .a \ : . . . -'.Zj ]

[0009] Reservation-b^sed protocols attempt tp avoid.and.resblve. collisions by dynarnically:'reserving, cfiannelb^nd:;

15 width for users 'needing to send' packets. TypicaHy, in such protooolsva channel isidiyided into slots which,are grp.gp.ed;

into frames of N slots. A slot can be further subdivided, into k minislots.j Normally, Ni .of the slots will be .used for

reservation purposes while the remaining N-Ny.slots;are data slotsu The, users that need to send packets send a res-

ervaflbn request packet in one of the.M=N/k minislots. If the reservation request packet, is successful, then the-xiser;

wili be allocated a certain number:of data slots untii the user or the base station releases the reservation. If,the reser-

20 v^iiion/requesl packet te^ not- successful,- the user will use a.conflict resolution method to j^lrc^rfsnnil the reservation

r^equest'until it is successfully transmitted. *
> . . : :,!-. . i . ,

.-.i l : ^

[0010] A multiple accessprotocol for hybrid fiber-coax networks.hasjbeen proposed by Doshi et at.- in "A Broadband

Multiple Access Protocol for STM. ATM, and Variable.Length Data Services on Hybrid Fiber-Coax Networks," Bell,LabS;

Technical Journal. Summer 1996, pp.' 36-65. While sharing-many issues with the. wireless environment, this protocol

25 docs hot cornptctely address the unique problems Qncounterod in thq design of a wireless access scherne, such dealing

with retransmissions bver an re rror-p rone,wire less link and establishment of the transnnission power level needed to

ensure proper packet delivery While-this scheme does propose :the^idea of, contention reservation, slots, Jt does not.

provide a flexible scheme 'wherein the nunriiber of contention slots can, be varied dynamically based on queue size

iriformatibn. ^ •^ • = - "

. . l ' ^'^^r; - ^

30 [001 1] Karol et al have proposed a "Distributed-Oueuing Bequest UfRdate Multiple Agcess" sche^ie (DQRUM A) (KaRl

et al'. "An efficient dehnand-assignment multiple access protocol jor wireless packet»(ATM) rietyyorks, ".Wireless >Netr.

works '1
. pp. 267-279, 1 995]. This wireless access :scheme. does; not allow new users tp contend for bandwidth^during

the'conflict resolution period or utilize the reservation slot contention success rate during the previous round to adjust

backoff ^time. This scheme also does not^utilize a fair queufng technique; and hence^does not make use of service t^gs

35 to fairly allocate bandwidth between' coinpeting sources, y . n. jr- w , - > t :. ' .^'-^

[0012] An important topic in designing a channel access protocol is selection of the scheduling techniques used to

set'the transmission order of uplink and downlink packetsvA- number of schedulers which are all variations on fain

queuing have been proposed for wired networks [See, e gi, S:.J,..Golestani. "A Self-Glocked Fair Queuing Scheme For

Broadband Applications". Proceedings of IEEE Infocom, 1-994;, RareKh and Gallagher, -A Generalized Processor Shar,-

-to irig Approach To Flow Control In. Integrated Services Networks:i,The Single Node Case;;, IEEE/ACM Transactions On

Networking. 1(3);344-357, June 1993; L Zhang, "Virtual -ClocK Algorithm", Proceedings of AGM Symposium, pp

1224-1231. 1992). These all have the effect of providing access to a share of bandwidth as if each service class has

its own server at its given* rate, *
' *• f'".- ' ',

*
' .

[0013] The Weighted Fair Queuing scheme of Parekh and Gallagher is difficult to implement, so the Self-Clocked

•^5 Fair Queuihg-^SCFQ) scheme was proposed by . < - •
, . . •

. . r :

• (1) :
'

.

' Gblestani . For SGFQ, the service tag is:computed as; x ,

*^ where u(t). ts'the. service tag of the packeUm service at time-t, F'^ isjthe service tag for the i'^ packet frorn-cla^s k with

f°i^ - 0 foi- all K.^L'^ is the length of the it^* packet of class k, is the relative weight assigned to class k, and a'^ is the

' arrival time' of the i**^ 'packet of class k. Packets are then .served in the order of these tag values. The algorithm of

55 Goiestani is designed for wiredi networks, howeyen and must bejmodified if it is to.f unction in a wireless environrrjent.

In particular the algorithm of Goiestani does not- address either how to handle transmission scheduling when the-server

" (base station) does^not have complete information atpout. the size of the queues because they are rerriotely located or

• how to' handle' retransmission of lost packets:
,

.
•• ^ ' .

3
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[0014] Lu et al (University of Illinois) have proposed an 'Idealized Weighted Fair Queuingr-algonthm [Lu et al. "Fair

Scheduling in Wireless Packet Networks." Sigcom 97] that is designed to accommodate the special needs of wireless

networks. This scheme requires full knowledge of thcchannel state-(i.'e. whether it is good or bad), something, that is

not generally available in a real network. It also does not change the service tags of packets that do not transmit

5 successfully; leading to a complicated retransmission process, and; drops. packets. fron:i-lagging flovft^; rather,than only

when there is a buffer overflow. -

[0015] Another wireless access scheme, proposed by R. Kautz in 'A Distributed Self-Clocked Fair Queuing Archi-

tecture For Wireless ATM Networks', '1 997 IntemationalSymposium on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communi-

cations, utilizes a polling system instead of a reservation and piggybacked reservation approach. Polling schemes
10 generally have poorer performance in terms of delay and bandwidth usage as compared to resen/ation access

schemes. In addition, the scheme of Kautz changes service lag values only for those packets transmitted in error

causing the QoS at all remotes to suffer because the packets of all the remotes are delayed.by retransmission of the

lost packet.

Summary

[0016] The present invention is an aspect of an on-demand multiple access (ODMA) method with a fair queuing (FQ)

service discipline (referred to as ODMAFQ) for efficient utilization of the limited bandwidth available in wireless com-

munications networks. In this method, a bursty source sends^a channel access packet to reserve bandwidth s for.future

20 transmissions whenever a packet has arrived al an empty queue, while a constant bit rale source is made to undergo

contention only once, during connection set-up. -A. distributed self-clocked fair queuing service, disciplin^s is used to

determine the transmission order of various uplink sources, allowing diverse QoS to be provided.

[001?! The uplink power level for data transmission in:a wireless communications network employing thepn-Demand

Multiple Access Fair Queuing protocol and having a base station and several remote hosts is established during the

2S initial access request message by first transmitting a short connection request message from one of the remote hosts

at ah initfal power level that is set relative to the nominal open loop power level. If the rernote host's first transmission

is unsuccessful, the power level is incremented by a power increment amount which may be predetermined, and the

steps of transmitting and incrementing are repeated until the transmission is successful. Finally the power level at

which transmission is isuccessful is stored and used'for further uplink data transmission between that remote host and

30 the wireless network base station. r •

[0018] It is a general object of the present invention to provide a remote host with bandwidth on demand in a wireless

network. It is a particular object of the present invention to provide for efficient determination of the power level required

for uplink data transmission between each remote host and the wireless network base station in any particular imple-

mentation of the multiple access system of the present invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019] The invention is described in detail in the following. description of preferred.embodiments with reference to

the following figures, wherein:

40

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a prior art network;* . ' , ; • ,

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a network according to an aspect of the present invention;

fs Figs. 3 and 4 are frame diagrams showing example downlink and uplink frame structures tor a frequericy division

half-duplex embodiment of the invention:

Fig. 5 is a frame diagram of the synchronized downlink and uplink frame structures for a frequency division full-

duplex embodiment of the invention; - ^

. > .
'

• ^ • ' ... i : •.

50

Fig. 6A illustrates a frame having a general MAC layer downlink broadcast subframe. according to an example
' embodiment of an aspect of the present invention; -

• *
. . , . j ..^ . i

55

Fig. 6B depicts a broadcast or multicast downlink frame format;

Fig. 6C depicts a beacon message format- for the embodiment of Fig. 6B:

Fig. 6D depicts a transmit permit format for the embodiment of Fig.. 6B:

BNSDOClD:<EP _0910176A2 J. >
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Fig. 6E depicts a- transmit schedule forrrat f^ r ^ in , . .
; ;

Fig. 6F depicts a broadcast or multicast payload format far the. embodiment of.Fig; 6B; r .
- •

;

s Fig. 7A illustrates''a Irarine having a downlihk^-unicastrsub^^^^^ ta an example. enn.bpdifTientj of ,the
.

present invention; -j^':.
; c .

Fig. 7B illustrates a flow corilfol frame -fofmat for a downlink untcast-data subframe, according tp.an eyannple

embodimerit of the present invention; '

'
'

'-'.( -u *-;! -.^ * • i ; ^f^ • r - v.

Fig. 7C Illustrates a data frame format for a downlink unicast.data;Subframe, according to an.exarnple embodirnent

of the present irivehtibn; o ^ :
^

, , • c ^. ^ ' v , c = . : .

Fig. 7D depicts a unlcast sub-frame concatenated to the back of a broadcast sub-frame;

IS ^; Ar.^

Figs. 8A illustrates a frame format for an uplink transmission frame, according to an example embodiment of the

. pfresent'inventioh;' - ' — ' ' > rvo^-i;. n .<. , «
:

• Fig. '8B depicts the'asynchronous transfer region of the.frame of Fig. 8A; \j
'

I . ; ^ ,;:!..

- Fig. 8C depicts an uplink frame'having reservation m in islots according loan embodiment of the present invention:..

"Fig.^eb illustrates a frame fomiat for a reservation minislot, according to an example erpbodiment of the present-,

''invention;-" i-* .

•
. ^. r:

' i^---^-
. . \ r

25 .i,. ' ' . »- iO.: .

-
. f -

•-. '/ • ; • •
;

' : .

Fig.'8E illustrates a frame format for a pure acknowledgmentiuplink frame, according to an example, embodirnent
^

of tVie present invention: • . . 'i , ,\ v\ . ,. - , , . ,.) .;.

Fig. SF illustrates a frame format.for a pure data uplink unicasf frame, according to,,an example embodimer^t of

30 the present invention; •
< ; r

Fig. 8G illustrates a frame format for a combined acknowledgment.and data upjink frame.-according to an example

embodirYient of the present invention; '*
• :. - .^i i 'r o .. .

35 Fig. 8H illustrates a frame format for a combined acknowledgment, data, and "more" uplink frame, according to

an example embodiment of the present invention; \ ,
.

*
•

Fig.' 9A depicts a* time line showing the tags of. packets!at time t^= Q in an example embodiment of the present

invention; ... > r ^ oi*

40

Fig. 98 depicts a time line showing the tags of packets at time t = 3 just before the packets from session 3 arrive

in the example of Fig. 9A;

Fig. 9C depicts a time line showing the tags of packets at time t ~ 3 just after the nine packets from session 3 arrive

45 in the example of Fig. 9A; • ' < . ; . \

Fig. 9D depicts a time line showing the tags of packets at time t=4.5 in the example of Fig. 9A;

Fig. 10 is an illustration of dynamic adjustment of the uplink/downlink ratio, according to one embodiment of the

50 present invention;

Fig. 11 is a schematic illustration of the operation of the paging capability of one embodiment of the present in-

vention;

55 Figs. 1 2A - 1 2D are flowcharts depicting different methods that may be utilized to dynamically change the number

of reservation minislots according to one .embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 13A is a flowchart illustrating the overall f^/lAC protocol operation, as viewed by a remote host, accprding to

5
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fr one embodiment ot the present invention;'; .v.. . ... .
^

Fig. 1 3B is a flowehart illustrating the overall MAQ ^ptpcol opefation. as viewed.by the base station, according to

one, embodiment of the.present invention :. :vjro,M...t -
' rr . . > j,

*' —
5 ;

" .-

'

; :-rFig. .14Air .1 4G are flowcharts illustrating three-contention- resolution methods according to embodiments of the

^ rpresent invention;;, y -
. , , j^cr /-;: : \ . : .

•
-

^ .Fig. 15 is a flowchart illustrating assignmentiof, packet service tags accprding to one embodiment of the present

^0 r einvention;.: . 5 ^-
^ ^: . .

-. " t r

'
. . Fig. 16A'is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of the method for sharing bandwidth of the present, invention;

Fig. 16B is a flowchart illustrating an alternate embodiment of the method for sharing bandwidth of the present

'5 -.y-invention;. f : :

-
. . / . ,

r. ^;F(g. 17 is a flowchart illustrating^ establishment of, the power level for uplink data transmission according, to. a
r]

'* aspect of the method- of the present invention; .
- <. . •

;

20 r - Pig 1 8A is -a flowchart illustrating an embpdimenljOf a method for access control according to the present invention;

. ; Fig. 1 8B is a flowchart illustrating an.alternate erntxxiiment of a method for access cpntrpl.according to the present

•.invention; ^ , . a . . . ; .

-

2S
;

. Fig: ig is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment-pf a mothod for control of admission of remote hosts according

\ ' to the present invention; : \ . . *

.

- , Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating an emlDodiment of a method for adnrtission of new connections based on measured

quantities according to an aspect of the present invention; . ;. v ,
... , . -

•>Fig. 21 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment. of. a method for overload control in a network, according to an

aspect of the present invention: - -
,

: . Fig. 22 is a block diagram of the On-Demand Multiple Access Scheme with Fair Queuing of the present invention:

and : i. . . ; ,
- _ ^ *

, ...
-Fig. 23 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the multiple access scheme.of the present,invention. .

^ .

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments \

[0020] As previously discussed,, it is an object of the present invention to provide a .wireless packet-switched data

network for end users that avoids the public switched telephone network and provides end users of the wireless network

with remote roaming capability. These and other objects are achieved in a wireless data network that includes a home
mobility switching center, a foreign mobility switching center, a base station (access point) and an end user The home

**5 mobility switching center includes a home registration server and a home, inter-working function. The.foreign mobility

switching center includes a serving registration seryer,and a serving inter^working function. The base station includes

a proxy registration agent. The end user modem includes a user registration agent. The user registration agent is

coupled to the proxy registration agent, the proxy registration agent is coupled to the serving registration server,, and

the serving registration server is coupled to the home registration server . •

. . • . . .
•

so [0021] The proxy registration agent includes a module for, sending an advertisement containing a care-of-address

upon receipt of a solicitation from the user registration agent. The user registration agent includes a module for. incor-

porating user identity information and the care-of-address into a registration request upon receipt of ,the advertisement,

as well as a module for sendinig this registration request to the proxy registration agent. The proxy registration agent

further includes a module for forwarding to the serving registration server any registration request received frorri any

55 user. . - , ' I - ; '
, _ ^ : •

. <

[0022] The serving registration server includes a foreign directory module for determining a horne registration server

address, a module for encapsulating the registration request and incorporating serving registration .jserver identity in-

formation and the encapsulated registration request into a radius access request when the home registcation: server

6
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address is determined, and a module for sending the radius access request to the home registration sen/en The home

registration server includes a home directory module (or authenticating the serving registration server identity informa-

tion, a module^ forforming an inter-working furii:ti6n (IWFyrequest^from the radius access request when the serving

registration server identity information is authenticated, and a module for sending the inter-wcJrkingrreqtiest to the home
5 inter-working function.

[0023]^ Aj5 seeri'ih the embodiment of ahetworWutilizing'the^present invention depicted in'Fig! 2.!end'systems (remote

hosts) 232 (for example, a portable Windows 95 personal computer) connect to wireless network.230 via^extemal or

internal modems. These modems allow end systems 232 to send and receive medium access control (MAC) frames

over air link 234. If used" an external modem rnay be attached ta PC br other end system 232 via a wired or wireless

10 link. External modems are generally fixed, and could be co-located with roof top-mounted directional antennae.' External

modems may be connected to the user's PC using any appropriate linking method, including any of following types of

links: 'universal sei^ial bus, parallel port; infra-red. '802. 3. or'even an ISI^ radio link Internal modems send ^and receive

MAC frames over the air link and are preferably PCMCIA cards that are plugged into the laptop's backplane using a

smalfomrii-directional 'antenna. •"'
= '

*
- :

r
j

: ^ r;; .-.
.

-
j

. . . .;V : ;
-

'5 [0024] Wide-area wireless coverage is provided by base stations (access points) 236. The range of covierage pro-

vided by base stations 236 depends on factors like link budget and capacity. Base stations are typically installed in cell

feite's by personal cornmunication se/vices (PCS) wireless service providers. Base stations 236 jmulttplex end system

traffic from their coverage area to the system's mobile switching cent'er- (MSG) 240 over wire line-br wireless microwave

backhaul network 238.

20 [0d2'5] ' A( rhobile switching center 240, packet data inler-working'function (tWF) 252 lerminales'lhe wireless protocols

for this network. IP router 242 connects MSC 240 to public internet 244, private intranets 246, or to internet service

prbyiders 247' Accounting 'and directory servers 248 in MSC '^40 store 'accounting data and directory infornnation.

Element management server 250 manages the equipment, which includes the base stations, the IWFs, and the ac-

counting/directory servers 248. The accounting server 248 collects accounting data on behalf of users and sends the

^5 ddta to the service providcr's' billing system. In a 'preferred Gmbodirrtent.ahc interface supported by the accounting

server 248 sends the accounting information in American Management Association (AMA) billing record format.over

a TCP/IP (transport control protocol/internet protocol) transport to a billing system (not shown in Fig. 2).

[0026] In the typical' wireless network in which the present invention ' is utilized, each cell has a base station and a

number of remote hosts ( nodes), with or without additional wired hdsts Remote hcfets/ nodes can include any .device

30 capable of communication with the base station over a wireless link. Fixed-length packets arrive at the remote hosts

("remotes") at either a constant rate- (CBR' traffic) or according to various bursty ran'dohn processes. The packets are

buttered at the remotes until they are transmitted uplink to the base station, according to the channel access scheme.

The base station broadcasts downlink packets that are destined for one or more of the remotes within its cell. Uplink

and downlink' cbmrriunicatioris are time-multiplexed on a single frequency channel in order to allow dynamic sharing

35 of uplink and downlink bandwidths. The scheme of the invention can also be used for frequency division half-duplex

(FDHD) and frequency division full duplex (FDFD) systems. The base station uses a variant of the Self-Clocked Fair

Queuing algorithm of Golestahi for scheduling the order of packet transmission from both remote hosts (remote queues)

and wired hosts (local queues).

[0027] The On-Demand Multiple Access Fair Queuing (ODMAFQ)::scheme of the:- invention is a time-slotted systerti'

-'O in which a request access channel and a packet transmission channel are formed on a slot-by-slot basis. Time slot

duration' is chosen based on the particular system implemented.' As an example, this might be equatto the time needed!

to transmit an"ATM cell payloiad'plus radio- and MAC-sjoecific headers. The multiplexing of uplink and downlink traffic

is based on time' division duplex (TDD) for TDD and FDHD systems'.^ Remotes that have packets to. send transmit

access requests via the request channel to the base station. The exact manner that each remote makes such a request

^5 'isdeperident on whethei^ the remote's traffic is bursty or constant bit rate.

' [0028] 'Transmissions on'the requeist channel are oh a multiple access basis. Upon receiving a successful access

request,' the base station updates appropriate' entries in a" Request Table. The Request Table contains an. entry tor

' every remote and wired'host in the cell. Each entry contains the remote/wired host idenlificalion tag and an associated

field containing the service tag, with a tag value of -1 preferentially'being used to indicate that the
,
particular -host has

50 no rhore'packets to trahsrhit. Since wired hosts are local to the base'> station, they do not<need^to execute, the request

" access process.' -
'

^ • ^ - . ' i - ; . . ; j
• r- }

[0029] ' The base station schedules transmissrah of its uplink and downlink traffic andallocates bandwidth dynamically,

based on traffic chai-actcristics and QoS requirements "as woll as thccurrcnt bandwidth needs of; all supported hosts.

A servibe tag is used to schedule the trapemission order of the packets fromthe hosts, with the current queue information

55 of all wired hosts being always known to the base station and the queue information of the remotes being sent to the

base station through reservation requests. Reservation requests are Either piggybacked on an already-scheduled up-

link transmission 'or sent to the base station via the request access channel in contention mode. »
.
.

[0030] ' Ah-erribodimeht of the CfDMAFO scheme is depicted In' Fig 22. Remote hosts 2210. request^access to the
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base station 22*12 via the request access channel 2220; Successful requests are sent to theischeduler 2230. which,.,

notifies 2232 both the remotes 2210 and the wired'hbsts 2240 of when it will be their turn to transmit: When the timei

comes, a particular remote 221 0 transmits 2234 a packet via the transmission channel 2250. if the remote has additional ^

packets to be transrhitted, it also piggybacks'2252 a* reservation request for the next.packet on the current packet being

5 transrtiitted 2234 via the transmission channel -2250,^tHus avoiding the heed to transmit a request 2212 in contention .

mcSde'via'tHe request access chahnel 2220 for the'^hext pac - • -
* ^ ';•: ' *!/ .

[0031] As illustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 23, when a packet arrives at a remote with an empty buffer queue 2310.

if the source' is not bursty 2314. i.e. provides a 'felatiVely Continuous ftow of packets or other data, the. remote makes .

an access request aind informs the base station (access point) of its packet arrival rate and connection duration tirrie

JO 2320. Once an acknowledgment (ACK) 2324 ahd'transmit permit 2328 are received fromithe base station, the remote

sends the first 'packet 2330 in'the timeslot specified'by the transmit permit. The base station will continue to provide

the rerhote with transmit permits 2326 until the cbhri'ectioh duration time is over 2332. Only one .access ^request, is

required for the entire duration of the cohnectibri. '

' *
' . ^ .

[0032] In contrast, when a packet arrives at -a'remote with an empty buffer queue 2310 from a bursty source 2314,

15 i.e. a source with a highly' discontinuous rate of flow of packets or other data, the remote^ makes an access request in

contention mode 2350 via the uplink request access (RA) channel, which consists of multiple reservation minislots.

The access request from a remote includes the rernote's identity, which has been assigned at call setup or call handoff::^

When the base station successfully receives a trarismit request from a remote, it updates the corresponding entry in

.

the' Request Table to indicate that the remote with that 'identity has packets to- transmit and then ^broadcasts. an:ac-

20 khowiedgmenl over the downlink channel. The remote waits to receive the ACK 2354 and a transmit permit 2358.' At

the tirine of packet transmission, the remote determines' if there are additional packets: remaining in its queue 23^2. If

there are none, the packet is sent normally 2366. However,: if there are additional packets awaiting transmission 2362,

the remote piggybacks^ bandwidth reservation request for the next packet onto the current packet^ when -it is sent

2370. This piggybacking serves as a content ion -free reservation request, thus only packets arriving at a remote with-

es ari empty buffer trigger a remote to send ah access request! .

[0033] • Described herein, in conjunction with Figs. 3 - 9D;--are illustrative examples of the frame formats for a mediurri

access'cibntrol (MAC) scheme for an Inter net access system according the principals of the present invention; including

.

extensions for frequency division half-duplex (FDHD) mode and frequency division full-duplex (FDFD>mode.' The On-

Denriand Multiple Access Fair Queuing (ODf^/IAFQ) scKeme deiscribed in conjunction with Fig. 23 can therefore be used

30 to provide network control in both frequency division half-duplex and full-duplex-modes. It is to be understood that the

.

frame formats presented are examples only, and- that bthdr frame formats known to one of ordinary skill in the art of

the invention and suitable for wireless transmission are contemplated by the inventor. •> L^-

[0^34] In both FDHD and FDFD modes, the access point (AP) transmits to the remote hosts at a downlink frequency

fl' while the remote nodes transmit to the AP at ari uplink frequency f2. Figs. 3 and 4 show the downlink and uplink-

35 frame structure, respectively, for the FDHD case? Note that the length of downlink and uplink transmission times need

hot be the same. For' example, if trdtfic characterization indicates that a 4:1 ratio of downlink to uplink transmission

time (downlink transmission bein^* longer than uptirik'iransmission) is optimal, then optimal performance will generally

be seen with the allocation of a downlink frame size of 4x 'ms and an uplink frame size of x ms..
.

' -

[0035] As seen in Fig. 3, the downlink frame for the FDHD scheme of the invention may include physical layer over-

do head, such as some cornbination of guard and/or preamble bits 310 (which may be used as synchronizing bits), a

medium access control (MAC) header 31 2, various control messages such as certain types of beacon messages.3.1 4,

transmit permits 320, minislot information for the next uplink frame 350, and transmit schedules 322, acknowledgments

(ACks) for the resen/ation of minislots in previous uplink frame 330. acknowledgments for the data sent in the previous

uplihk frame 340, broadcast/multicast data messages 360, unicast data messages 380, and a frame check sequence

-^5 (FCS) 355 for each preceding data message. 'Not all fields and messages are necessarily found in each downlink

frame. For example, a downlink frame'may consist of just the transmit permits, acknowledgments for reservation minr

islots, and unicast messages. : . •
.*

. ' . .

[0036] Some control messages are preferably part of the broadcast message 360, which may include such things

as load metric, information' about reservation minislots, flow control information, acknowledgments, and power- man

-

50 agement parameters.' The load metric information can be 'as lirinple as the- number of remote nodes registered with

the AP, or maV be more sophisticated, such as the equivalent number of active remote nodes. The toad metric can be

used for admission control and load-balancirig among APs. The minislots information describes the number of reser-

vation minislots present in the next uplink framei if any, and their locations. The- flow control information contains- the

connection cookie (identity) and an Xon/Xoff indication. ' '
' i-- ^-.cu , y

55 [(K)37] The acknowledgment 340 for uplink unicast traffic can be as simple as acknowledgment bits that are part:.of

the broadcast message, or hnay be more sophisticated, such as separate unicast messages which specify the con-

nection identity and the sequence nurhber of the message to be acknowledged In the former case, if the uplink trans-

mission uses a frame structure with N fixed basic slots, then at most only'N acknowledgment bits are needed. For the
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latter case, it is necessary for each messageao have a separate. frame check sequence (PCS),; Note
•
that.,ciue to ihfi

••hidderiterrriirial problem." alUhefrarnestransrriittGd need to be . , , ,

-

[0038] The^-data. slots 380 include trarisnnissions.from multiple ren^^ The transnnission from each renripie

node includes guard bits^ preamble bits, frame corit rot.bits .aqkriowledgrpents. and/qr data messages. Orte pt the frame

.

5 control bits isw^.-more'^bit-.thatus used to indicate ilhat.the.reptiote .node has Altei;natiye|y..the.

number of remaining bytes or number of fixed size packets, teif.t tp:t?e Uansmjtted rnay be particularly.jSp^crtied.jra.^^^^

than just through use of a "more" bit. .. .. .^-/r • ^ v.v;v.' :
-

* rc:.- '-i ii-. I A .f^f"';/

[0039] As seen in Fig.-4, the FDHD uplink frame generally wjll,consistrOf.a contention period_41 0 and a cpr^l^ntion-

,

free period 415. The contention period 410 includes one or rriqre, content ion .slots, each of which.can,bp.eithe[,a^^

10 contention data slot 420 or a.contention reservation slot.422. ,Tlie cpntentipn7free'period.415;Cpnsists of acKnowledg- -

mehts 440 for previous downlink dataslots and multiple data slots 480 ^nd 486. If desirable, these contention slots.42d ,

and*422 may be spread uniformly across the whole frame rather-than .clustered together. Each contentiori reseryatiori

,

slot 422 may be further subdivided into k subslots 430, catted reservation mini$lots^ Each.minislpt 430 is Ipng enough

to contain the identity of-a^ remote node, generally around SO: by,tes;.> .Contention slots 420 may, be utilized.as.dataslotSN-

15 for transmittingismalt data packets; The contention-free period 41 5 rriayiiriclucle. pure ACK frames 440, pure data frame?

480.'and/or combination frames.486,having both data 488 and ACK.490 portions.
,

, .
.

[0040] ' The numberof minislols 430 may bedynamically changed; ,11,; fpr.exarriple there are k rriiriislots in a conientipn
,

reservation' slot 422 ar>d N total contention slotS; NT of which;ar;e reservation, slots 422,.containing a total of.rsjrk.

minislots.-thentthelremaining (N-Nl) slots are currently contention data sjpts. If there are 3 .minimum and maxinrium^.

20 numberofreseryalionminislotsdesired forthesysiem. the nujTiberof available reservation minislpts can be dynarnjcally

,

changed based oti the percentage of idle.minislots and the tptaf uplink queue length. Sey.eral.methodsjor dynarnically

.

changing the number of<minislots are described later iri conjui;tpti9n;W . , . , , a y .

[0041]' In order to assign different priorities to the remote-nodes attennpting lo gain access to the system, .the. fyii -

Nl'i *
k> minislots (where N1 is the number of contention reservatipri sjots) may be divided inlo^ various. groups. .For

25 example , a group of remote nodes with MAC addresses within a cert^in rarigo may only be allowed to randomly ac.cpss

up'lo'Mg minislots. (where. Mg < M^), whereas a higher. priority group qf remote nodes vyith MAC addresses w>th.in.^

another range may be allowed to randomly access up to M,i min.islqts. Alternatively,: priority classes may be assigned.;

to nodes based on connection identity rather, than MAC address. ,j^ priprity assignment feature C9utd be.particularly^

useful; for example, for emergencytresporjse organizations, such as hospital or police staff, and.cpuld be.achi.eved
:

30 through the -provision ;Qf.wireless nr>odems that have a higher.priority of. access than regular vyicele^^ moderns This
,

feature cbuld also be sold as a service class to custorpers who are.willirig to pay mqre for^a, higher, access priority:
.

[0042] As depicted in Fig. 5, uplink frames 502 and 512.tn Frequency Division Fjull-Duplex (FDFD) rinode are syn-

chronized with the.downlink frarTies'562 and 572. As seen inFig.,5,, uplink frames 502 are showri as viewed from.tha^

wireless modem, uplink frames 512 are shown as viewed from the A P..down link frames 562 are showr^ as viewed frorri^:

35 the AP, and downlink frames 572 are shown as viewed from tfie vyireless modem. In Fig. 5, .the AP.fias previously sept

,

downlink-frame n to the wireless modem, which has received, it; aftera.propagation del^y.Tp. In response, ^fterend.

system.processing time T^pg. the wireless modem sends uplink frame n 504, which is received 514 by. the AP aj.,

propagation delay Tp 520 later.. Meanwhile, the AP has already begu.n transmission of downlink franne n;4-1 564.
^

[0043] ' In order for there to be enough time for the modems, at the respective, remote nodes to act on information in

40 the transmit permits (for example..:after receipt of downlink frame r;»-, in the immediately following uplink frame), an offset

of uplink transmissioh:^time is specified, \A^here the:end systenri processing time. . J^pe 550, in a wireless .modem is

assumed to be smaller than O^. Uplink frame n+1 .506 f rpm;the,wiretess npde therefore begiris at an transmission

.

time>after receipt at the.node of-.the last bit of the (n+l )st dqwrilipk.frame 574 from-the AP-.Theoffset, 0^, and frame

duration, /d; should be chosen so that the modems receiye and process the feedbapk pt the. contention slots,, such as.

-15 the transmit permits received from the previous downlink frame, before .the beginning of Jhe next uplink frame. The

frame size. Id, is such that fci > 2Tp + T^p +Tcpe +Tr, wh.ere Tp 520 is the propagation delay T^p 540 Is the AP processirig

time, T(.pe 550 is the end system processing time, T p, 530 is the transmit permit transmission time, and Qu ^.^cpe- ;

[0044] • Therefore, in Fig. 5, the AP is already Irfinsrpilling doyvniink frame n-f^l 564 when the wireless modem begins

transmission of. uplink frame n 504. The wireless modem is already receiving 514 downlink franie.n+1 at the time it

50 begins sending uplink frame n 504. The AP receives 544 uphnk frariie n at a^time Tr.530 + T^p 540 before it, begins

transmission of downlink^frame n+2 566, vybich .is receiyed.,576 at. propagation delay Tp.520 later by the wireless

modem. The wireless modem transmits uplink frame ^n+l 506 at end systern processing tinne Tcpe.550 later, and it is

:rG*ccivcd 5l6 at the AP after propagation delay T p 520.. Similar synchronization, occurs for the transmission 508 and

receipt 518 of uplink frame n+2 and the transmission 568 and receipt 578 of downlink frame n+S.

55 ^[0045] The basic downlink' MAC. frame ^tructure-is a frame composed of several sutDfr;arT)es. A super-frame made

up ot. an integral number of frames can also be defined. The duration of a ,Uame depends on the actual physical

transmission rate, for example it might be fixed at .2 ms. and the number of subfranies contained in a frame can be

varied. If there are no stringent delay requirements, then the subframes can be of variable lengths. Otherwise., tp meet
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the stringent delay requirements of certain sources it is better to divide each frame into a synchronous transfer region

(STR) and ah 'asynchronous transfer region (ATR)/so that those sources with-such delay requirernents can receive a -

fixed bandwidth'during each frame Each of the reigions rnay be further subdivided into basic slots.
v-

[0046]
'

Fig. 6A is an illustration of an'embodimerit of-tHe-frame format of a^general MAC layer downlink broadcast

5 sub-frahl^ according to* the present invention. This eixampte MAG fram^ has a 1 7-byte f\4AC header 620, a frame body

622/anda 2-oV 4'-byt&frarTie^ch'eck'Sequence (FC'S)'624?as.well a^ (quai-d and preamble

bits)." The MAC header B20 Typically contains'at 'l^ bits, source and destinatiorn MAC addresses, and

frame'' duration. The MAC header embodiment of Fig- 6A includes a one-byte frame control (FC) field 602. a 2-byte

frame duration field 630, a 6-byte source MAC address 632. a 6-byte destination MAC address 634, and .a 2-byte

10 sequence control field 636 further subdivided into a=-1 2-bit sequence number and a 4-b'it fragment number Obviously,: '

any other^MAC format Would be suitable, depending on the type of handoffs required. The frame format will preferably

be implemented in whatever hnanner makes the system most efficient. ' '

:
^-^^

• . • ,

[0047] The one-byte frame control field 602 of the embodiment of Fig. 6A includes a 2-bit protocol version identifier

604,*aVne-bit "hnore fragnri'ent" indication 606, adne^blt "retransmission" indication "608, a one43it Xon/Xoff signal 615,

15 a one-bit encryption on/off flag (WEP) 61 4, a onfe-bit "more data" indication 612. and-a-one-bit flag for power managa-

ment on/off 610. It all these fields are not heeded, Why remamihg bits may be reserved for future use. Other implemen.-i.

talions are of course feasible and contbmptated by'the inventor .
- - - j ;

. - '

[0048] A broadcast or multicast downlink frame format according to the present invention is depicted in Fig. 6B. In .-

the particular embodiment of Fig: 6B, the franrie-bbdy -622 contains a beacon message 640. acknowledgments Tor^
'

20 previou^ uplink reservation nninislbts 626, lransrnil permits650, transmit schedules 660, a broadcast/multicast messagec.^

670, and acknowledgments for previous uplink data 628. The frame body 622 is-fdilbwed by a frame check sequence-/.

624 and preceded by a'MAC' header 620 comprised of a one-byte frame control (FC)field 602; a 2-byte frame duration rr

field 630. a 6-by1e source MAG address 632, a 6-byte'dektiriation MAC address 634? and a 2-byte sequence control

field636i.^ '
' '

• - * |^ . ' O .c.

25 [0049] Fig. 6C depicts the format of tho beacon mbssagc 6'40 of Fig. -68' (314, Fig. 3). The beacon message body

641 generally contains a message length field, the AP identity (referred to as ESS-ID and BSS-ID in I nstitute'of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard802.11), the transmit power level, beacon interval, a timestamp, load metric, :^

an optional FCS, and capability information. Beacon- rnessage capability infornrtation may-include such information as

the FDFD/FDHD option, the maximum number of adnriitted users, the maximum payload'size. security option^ (such as

30 whether encryption is being used or what encryption formats are supported), 'maximurn number of retransmissions,-

ratio of downlink/uplink transmission time, uplink frame size, size of minisfot. Quality of Service (QoS) features, etc..

Load metric information, if present, generally cbritains'the nunriber of associated remote nodes. The beacon message

body 641 is preceded by type 642 "Contrdr and subtype 644 "Beacon" fields. > •.

[0050] Fig. 6D depicts the transmit permit format 55*0 (320; Fig. 3) of the embodiment of Fig. 6B.'The transmit permit

35 body 651 is' preceded by type 652 "Cbnfror and subtype 654 "Transmit Pernnit" fields. In'this embodiment, 'the.transmit -

permit body 651 contains a message length indicator'655 plus a number of transmit permits 656. Each 3-byte transmit,

permit 656 contains the identity of the remote node or connection 657, the start time or slot 658. andnhe duration that 0

the rennote node or connectioh is allowed to transmit 659 (end slot). In the example depicted, the Message Length 655

is 6 bytes, meaning there are two transmit permits 656 following. The first triansmit permit 6561s for remote.node 657

-^0 #3, which may start transmission at start slot 653.#1 and may-transmit through end slot 659"# 2. The second transmit

permit 656 is for remote nod'e 657 #5, which may start transmission at start slot 658 #3 and may transmit through end.

slot 659 # 5. Drfferisnt "Type" ar^d "Subtype" labels vna^ be used for the transmit permits of those wireless^ modems to

which the AP sends both downlink unicast data and transmit permits. Subframes combining transmit permits and

schedules are preferably sent after the pure transrhit permits and before any pure transmit schedules.' .
•

45 [0051] Fig. 6E depicts the transnnit schedule format of the embodiment of' Fig. 68. The optional transmit schedules

661 (322, Fig. 3) allow rennote nodes or connections that are' associated with the AP to power down if no more data is

scheduled to be sent to them. The transmit schedule body 661 I's preceded by type 662 "Control" and subtype 664i<

"Transmit Schedule" fields. The transmit schedules 661 cah take-one of two forms. Trie first form is' simple, e.g. a^

bitmap having a "1
" to indidate the jDresence of unicast data for that rennote'nofcie or connection, so that, for example '

so "011000000010" would indicate that the frarhe contain^ unicast data for the second, third, and eleventh of twelve iremote:

nodes. The second possible form is more sophisticated, containing, for example, a remote nodei or connection IDrlhe

start time, and the duration that the node is allowed to transmit (the same as'the data contained in a transmit permit).

[0052] " Fig. 6F depicts the broadcast or multicast payload format 670 (360, Fig. 3) of the embodiment of Fig..6B. The

payload body 671 can contain a wide variety of data messages or control' information and is 'preceded by a typefield

55 672 and a subtype field 674. Thes'e fields will vary according to the contiant of the payload body 671 . for example if the

payload body 671 contains the number of contention minislots and their positibhs, the type 67-2 is "Control" and the

subtype 674 is "Contention Mihislot Information,' whereas if the payload body 671 contains a broadcast-message frbrh

a wireless hub, type 672 Will be 'Data" and subtype 674 will also be "Data." ' -

=

'
.
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[0053] Fig. 7A depicts. an example ennbcxiiment,of a Uame format of a.downltoK unicast sub-frame 700 accordipg. tp .

,

the present :invention>Exampfes of unicast -subfrarries are ,cent rpt rTiessages,.. such as associrition .response .frames f i
-

^

and flow control request frames.iand data rnessages/witf^ aqknovyjedgments and/or "m^ The "more.

data" informati6n.can:be as simple as one; bit in the,Frame,,Goptfp!.702,subfieldpf- the M^C, header- or may be.mor^ ; ,

5 particularly expressed asJhe number -of remaining byt^s; to ,b^ transmitted. The example,down Iink uriicast,sut>fr^me

700 depicted in Fig:'7A ha&a'.MAG headec 70V.having a one-btyl?i.Fifa a.2-byte Frame,burat,lop
^
-

field 704. a 6-byte Source MAC- Address 706,,a 6-t?yte Destination MAC-Address.708..and,a 2-byte S^eqi^ence Control ;. ;

field 710. The remainderCof; the downlink unicast subframe 7P0 is cpcnprfsed of^lhevunicast data; bQ0y72O,and a^^.f^^^^ .,

check sequence (FGS) 71 2.;-,. • ^^ .
'

. ^. r ".^i-r - r.- .;.-r;x':: i^^'.:. ;

10 [0054] Fig. 7B depicts an example embodjment of .a flow cpntrpl frame format for a downlink unicast c^t,^ sut):frame, . .
.

according to the present invention: In the particular embodiment ofiRg, 75, the.unjcast:data body ,720 h^s a Typejjeld
, ,

,

722 -Control" and Subtype field 724 "Flow Contror, follpwed.by, ^ .Conpection Ideptity (CC) field 726,. Data ,fiejd ,7;30

follows, containing an Xon/Xoff bit. -
: \: ^ r; • ,of e".: > > • v, - > i'^ •-<..'«'

[0055]' - Fig;7C depicts anexample.embodimentof.adatajrame^formatfpradovynlink ^

15 to the:present' invention:' Ini the embodirnent of Fig. 7C, unicast d.^ta body 720 gontains pne.or more ptvlhe.Jollowing,,
,

fields:. Data 744v'ACK 746 and ,"IVIore Data" 748. If present, More- Data field 748,can be as simple.^as a 1-bit fla^ or may

give the remaining number of bytes. ACK field 746, it present,- may. take the form of a sequence number or a bitmap.,
^ .

Data body 720 starts; with a Type field 740 "Data't and a Subtype.field 742 that pan have tfie values." Data", "Data, +•
^

ACK", "Data + ACK.+ More",, or "ACK", depending-pn the cpniposittpn-pf the fields following. . ,
.< - , ...

20 [0056] If ..there is; only one connection per wireless modenri, then. unicast sub-frames nriay, be concalertated sp that..,,.,.,

they ate attached to the back of a broadcast subframe without the.cost ol source fy/lAC.addre^ss field overhead, as ,

shown in Fig.;7D. The frame of Fig. 7D. is comprised of aunicastsubframe 7pP;Concate9ated w^tha brp^dca^ * c^r.

750. Broadcast subframe 750 is cornprised.Ma 6-byte SpLJree MAC Address 752, a 6-byte Qestinatbn MAC Address

754, a one-byte Frame Control subfield 756, a 2-byte Frame Duration field 758, a 2-byte Sequence Control field 76?, .

25 a broadcast data field 762. and a frame check sec|uence (FC§) 764. Unicast subframe7.00 is comprised of a 6-bytc,.
,

Destinations MAC Address 708, a;one-byte Frarne Control. subfield ,702. a 2-byte Frame Duration Jield, 704,. a 2.:byte

Sequence Control field 7lO^Xype field 722, Subtype field .7$4v.C^^^ 726, data field 730,, and a frame

check^sequence (FCS) 712. Frame Control fie l(;J 702 in the un.i<;ast,subfr9me 700 Js -optional, generally being includecJ.
,

if the;bitS'in.the Frame Control field can be expected tox:hange frequently,. If the Frame Control fi.eld of the gnicast-

30 subframe can be expected to be relatively static, it will frequently be pnnitted except on the specific .occasions \{ is

required, r ;

"
' ^ ^ r • ... . r -

. t <
-

. .. r • ^' .u^.

[0057] For synchronization purposes, the^AP may ^chedute the dpwrilink,brpadcast arid unicast subframes in such
,

a way that the total broadcast and unicast subframe t.ransmissior},time falls withipan x ms frarne structure, wherepc is
,

generally 2 ms. However.Jpr uplink transmission, uplink communication from tt:ie vy(reless rpodem is in burst mode and .

•

35 subject to collision in-any case where more [than one mpdem.transrnits,.in ,a given time window.; Such g cpllisipn can

be detected only at the AP.:Each transmission burst also necessarily irnyplves some physical layer overhead.
, ijp. ... -^

[0058] : i To accommodate these factors, as shown in Fig. 8A, g.franie.strMCture has^^been defined for uplirik transmission

.

which allows for better synchronization while providing the abilityftpiacliieve stringerit delay requirements for synchro-

nous tfaffic .Eachfuplink frarne is of duration x ms, witfi a 2 ms-frame being usecj in the example preser^ted. Each x ms
40 frame is subdivided into a MAC heade; 808, a synchrpnpus^transfer region (S.TR) 810, and an asynchronous transfer

region (AJR) 81 2 - The synchronous transfer region 81 0 includes data slots for carrying synchronous CBR-like constant

bit rate traffic. Each synchronous data slot in the STR 810 of the example ernbodiment of.Fig.,8A is 27 tjyt^s long with ...

a 16Tbyte payload field. .r -i
'

.
r .. .. , .

;
;

[0059] As shown in Fig. 8B„the asynchronpus.transfer region 812. is divided into .N t)asic.slots, with each basic slot

45 being equivalent to a data.slot for transmitting a fixed-size packet, for example, an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
i.,

cell.. Each basic slot can be a content ion reservation slot 820. jn yyhieh case it is further subdivided irito.k ministotS:822.

For example, a contention reservation slot 820 might consist of $3 bytes with each minislot 822 being 1 5 bytes.^Basic; .

slots pan also be contention data slQls 824 or reserved.data.slots 826. .. .

, , ,

' ..
. -r

[0060]. Each^uplinkjrarne.in the present example has a^t jeast ,C^contention slots available for. pure contention. Out .

50 of these G.contention slots,- are converted into reservation minislots (for,bandwidth reservations. The rest of,the C
- Ni contention slots are data contention slots 824 used, for .transmitting short . bursty nnessages that, do not neec;l.^a

reservation.: C and .N-, can be varying; .The AP may conyprt unused contention data slots 824 into additional reservation^.,

minislots.822. As previously discussed, the number of rescrvation,minislots 822 can be fixed or may be dynamically

varying. The reservation minislots can also be clustere,d ip aportion of the frame or spread throughout the frame. The .

55 AP broadcasts the nunpber of contentjpn.slots available, the number of reservatipn miriislots. and their positions in .the

nextiuplink franne in its preceding downlink frame,- . , .. . v. ^ ' . - : :

[0061] The re^erv.ed data'Slots.826 in Fig...8B are meant either for fixed protocol data.units,(PDUs). such as /VTM

PDUs, or for variable length PDUs The transmission burst for an ATM pOU includes a 5i3-by1e.^TM.cell, a MAC, header,
^
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and the physical layer header. One reserved data slot^ 826 is allocated for the transmission lOf each ATM PDU, The

transmission burst for variablelength (VL) PDUs includesa variable length pay load,* pius thesame overhead as required

for'airi ATM PDU. For variable length PDUs. it is desirabje. to. minimize segmental ion., so each AP allocates as many.,

contiguous reserved data slots 826 for VL PDUs as: ppsisibje..- .r ...^ i.r^.^fi i. -

5 [0062] Since contention is wasteful. there wiH.ide.aliy ,be a field in the reserved transmissipn burst for requesting

additional reserved data slots without going through contention. When a^scheduling discipline that m^kes use of queue

length information (e.g., a self-clocked fair queuingrdiscipline) js used, the next packet size or.the.number of.remaining-
,

packets of' fixed size, is specified in orden to reserve bandwidth for. future data transmissions from that source. When., -

a First- Come-First Serve or-Round Robin queuing discipline Js used,. then the "more" bit in^the frame control field of

10 the MAC header.may be utilized for the same purpose. - ^
^

[0053] In an uplink frame, constant bit rate.transmissiori; if any, is in a fixed synchronous transfer region (STR) slot

position determined at connection set-up time.,For new asynchronous transmissions, the wireless node modem Sjelects

one ofvthe available contention-,minislots 822 randomly, ^and. requests bandwidth .for -ATMA/L bursts to be sent in a

subsequent frame. A "new" asynchronous.transmissjooJs defined as. the arrival; of, newj packe.tS',to_ a connection with

'5 an empty queue. 'The AR then identifies collisions and,rrotifies the wir;eJess.mpdemsiOf the collisipn/success, status of

their reservation requests via the reservation ministot acknowledgment fields in the next downlink frame, A typical,

uplink frame is shown in. Fig. 8G, including resen/ajion minislots 822, .ACKs 832 for data received Jn thCj previous -

.

downlink frame, and iiplink reserved data fields 826. The AP schedules the ATM/VL slots, for the next uplink franne

according to the dictates of the service (queuing) idisciplirie that has been innp|emerited. This information is sent tp the.
^

20 modems at the remote nodes via the downlink frame^in the. transmit permits arid.scfiedules (not shovyn, refer to Fig.-3).

[0064] Fig. 8D. depicts an example frame format for .the uplink frame reservatipri^minislot 822 of .Fig, 8C. The.frarne
.

has a small MAG header 840 that contains onJy a.Source MAC Address and a 2-byte Se(nuence Control field, followed

by a Connection Identity (GC) field 842 and a Frame-Check Sequence (FCS) 644. . , : , - -
.

"

[0065] Fig. BE depicts an example frame format for a pure acknowledgment uplink frame. In this format, a full MAC .

25 header 848 is followed by a Type field 850 "Data" arid.a Subtype fiefd 852 "ACK", a Connection Identity (CC) field 854,

a Sequence Number ACK fieW 856, and an FGS 858. = v;c ~ ? .

[0066]> Fig. 8F depicts an example frame format for a pure data uplink unicast frame. In this format, a full MAC header

860 is followed by a Type field 862 "Data" and a Subtypeifield 864 "Data"; aConnectton Identity (CC) field 854, a data .

field 866. and an FCS 858. Fig. 8G depicts an example frame format for a combined acknowledgment and data uplink
^

30 frame. In this format, a full MAC header 870 is; followed by. a Type field 872 "Data? and a Subtype. field 874 "Data

ACK".:'a Connection Identity (CC) field 854. a,data tield'876. a Sequence N um.be r AC K.: field 878. and ap FCS 858.;y

Fig. 8H depicts an example frame format for a combined acknowledgment, data, and "more" uplink frame. In this format,

a full MAC header 880 is followed by a Type field.882 "Data" and a Subtype field 884 "Data + AGK + More", a Conriection .

Identity (CC) field 854, a data field 886, a Sequence Number AGK field 888; a More Data field 890 and an FCS.358. .

35 [0067] The above described embodiments adapt the IEEE 802.1 4 standard to provide special messages for imple-

mentation of access'control and admission of the remote nodes intp.the network. As a specific example, a system with,

uplink bandwidth 2.56 Mbps has a ramp up time,4 us., preamble of 32 symbols (25.0 us assuming QF?SK),.and turr;i--

oft time 4 us. These parameters lead,'to the requirements of ;a guard time of ,20 bits at each end of. a.physical layer

.

PDU and a preamble of 64tiits. In this system, a 2 ms :upl in k.frame corresponds to 640.b.ytes. Assuniing th^t the frame
.

-to consists of both an STR and an ATR and that- each basic slot in the STR is 27 bytes long, then a frame with one STR
^

slot can also have, for example, 1 0 reservation minislots (with each basic slot being converted to 5 reservation minis-

lots), 2 data contention slots, and 5 reserved data slots for ATM PDUs or VL PDUs. ^

[0068] As illustrated in Fig. 1 1 ; a downlink broadcast/multicast message, may be used for paging request.messages.

The paging request and associated response messages are designed to enable a PC on a wired network to call another

-^5 PC over the wireless network. Paging request messages are useful fonalerting a vyireless modem th^t.a wtred.hostor

another wireless modem is interested in communicating with it. The wireless modem vvhose ID is contained in a received,

paging request message responds with a paging response message, as well as with a connection :request if there is

currently no connection between the wireless modem andithe Access Point. Paging capability requires a location

server, which may be co-kx:ated with, a PPP server if desired. The method would normally, be. used when the PC
50 accessed via the wireless network has no IP address through which it may be more, efficiently accessed.

.

[0069] ' As illustrated in Fig. 11; in order to allow PC2 11 02.to initiate a call to PCI 11 04 which is attached to a wireless r

modem 1106. a paging request message is defined. The.initiating PC (PC2) 1102 sends a Calljnitiate. message 1110

to a locatioh/PPP server 1112 which identifies' the home registration server 1116. The home registration server 1116^

than identifies the proper WH/IWF and relays 1118lhe Calljnitiate.message to the AP,1120. f^Jext, the AP 1120 serids

55 a paging request 1130 to the wireless' modem 1106 with which PCI 1104 is^ associated. Finally, the wireless modern

1 106 relays 1132 the Calljnitiate message to PCI 1104. : j . : . . ,

[0070]" To accept the call PCI 1104 sendsa CalLAccept message 1140 to the wireless modem, 1106,- sirpultaneously

vvilfi a Connect Request rriessage The wireless modem 11.06 then sends a paging response; 11 42Jo the. AP 1120,

12
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newly successful remotes to the scheduled list 1 375. Whether or npt.there have been, new supcessful access requests

1365..the AP also.monitors the uplink dataslots,1 380 as. long asjhe ,scheduied list is not empty, and when it receives

a successfully transmitted packet 1 385; it replies with a data ACK, 1390. The ^APlh en,.schedules itf downlink packets

1340. schedules the uplink transmissions 1345 of the successfully contending remote- hosts, issues the associated

5 transmit permits 1350;- and .then'transmtts downlir^k data packets 1 355.wafter which ,it returns to monitoring activity in

the-ContentionL-reServation slots 1.360. f,. :^ r j i^-y tu
. \ . : . , ., -m-^ . •

i

[0079]^* It may; be desirable. to allow for an optional .channel holdtngj^eature whereby each queue^can remain empty

fdr a short while without the -Access Poinl releasing, the.bandyvtdth. reservation. This allows high priority users to remain

in the base station's reserved bandwidth list for an allotted amount of time before it is released, encouiBging low latency

10 of realtime packets (i.e. little or no delay for packets of timeTsensitive data such.as voice communications) by avoiding

all the -setup signaling messaging required .for channel reservation. Utilizing this feature, wheni a queue is empty, a

timer is^riggered at the wireless modem. As long as nevy.packets arrive ,at the.wireless modern beforethis timer expires,

the wireless modem does not need to make a new-access. request. At the AR if this feature is turned on, th^n the AP

will stillallocate a transmit permit for one data s|pt:tOrthis particular wireless modem every alternate uplink frame, even.

IS if the last uplink data transmission from the wireless modem. has indicated -that :the queue is,.empty. The AP. will ^lso

start a trmer. When the timer expires and the AP has. noj received neyy packets from that wirelesss, modem, then the..

AP will remove the wireless modem from the reserved bandwidthslist. This.channel.hplding feature is particularly ugejul

,

if the bandwidth, reservation process takes a while to .complete, allowing low. latency, for realrtime packets that, vyjiile.

not arriving back-to-back, are not so tar apart as to warrant a separate bandwidth reservation request via cpn^lention .

20 for each data packet. However, for bursty sources, that dp not need this channel holdirig feature, when a packet arrives

to find an empty buffer. the modem will still send an access request.to the AP .via one of,tt;ie cpntention minislots.-

[0)80] As illustrated in Fig 17, .the uplink. power level for data transmission between the base station- and several

remote.hosts in a-wireless network employing ODMAFQ may be established during the initial access request .cpessage

of'the remote host. The method used is simitar to that used for Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) Ir^temational

25 Standard IS95 Channel Power Control. If. the .uplink,transmission power .level between a ;particular,rcmotq host and

the AP has been stored at a previous time 1 710, the stored level is used lor uplink data transmission 1715. Otherwise,

the remote host first transmits a short connection.request message at an initial power level that is set relative to the

nomihal open loop power level 1720. If the remote host's first transmission is unsuccessful and therefore no acknowl-

edgment is received 1730 from the AR the power level is incremented by a power increment amount which may be

30 predetermined 1740, the connection request, is- renewed at :the new power level 1750, and the steps of transmitting,

and incrementing are repeated until the transmission. is, successful. The power level at which transmission is finally,

successful' is then stored -1735 and used for.further data transniission 1715 betvy.een that/emote host and the base

station. '

' >
.

-
-

[0081] In the preferred embodiment, uplink initial contention utilizes the following scheme. If there are M minislots

35 available for contention in. the next uplink frame, then an initial (first time) contention.message is trarismitted in accord-

ance with the following: - . . .
' ; - .

-
.

; ;

1 . A random number, x, is generated at the remote node modem from a uniform distribution oyer 1 through M, arid

•io . 2. The initial contention message is transmitted in the.xth mjnislot in the next uplink frame.

[0082] If desired, carrier sensing can also be used during initial contention. Before transmission,, ^the channel is

sensed. If access priority is implemented, instead of choosing a random number between 1 and M, the wireless modem

then chooses between 1 :and Ij where Ij is the threshold. for users of class i. where a lower value indicates a higher

-iS priority, i.e.. Ij^, < Ij. If, however, the contention message is not-a contention reservation. minislot request message, but

rather is a contention data slot message, then the message is transmitted in the next contention data slot.

[0083], More than two access priority classes may be offered As previously discussed,, the. uplink franae includes A/^

minislots. If, for example,-; if there are p access priority classes, each cldss having access priority i (where a smaller

number means a higher priority.) can send. contentions* in-the. minislots ranging from 1 to Ij^^^where = N^t, /.i^i.< /

A

so strict usage priority can be implemented on top of this access priority scheme so that when an AP receives ^ cqnoectipn

request that* has a higher usage priority, it can disconnect,an,existing.connection of a lower usage priority by .sending

a disconnect -request frame to the wireless modem that supports the connection.
.

[0084] Collision occurs in a contention slot when two or more wireless modems transmit in the same minislot..Also,

if interference causes corruption of data in a contention slot, the.slot status is declared to be a COLLI SI.ON. As previously

ss described; there are 2 -types of contention slots in an uplink frame: (1 ) a reservation, slot containing nc»,inislots for band-

width request messages, and (2) a data slot containing uplink short bursty messages in contention superslots. At the

AR'the RF energy in an uplink contention time slot is estimated If there is no energy present, then the contention, slot

is declared IDLE. The.status of a contention slot is declared to be SUCCESS if all the following hold true 1 ) RF energy

14
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which relays 11 44 the message td^he WH/IWF' 1-116. The wireless modem llO&also relays the ConnectvRequest.

message to thVAP '11 20, which similarly relays it to the WH/IWF 1116. The WH/IWF ni 16 sends a ConnectiReply^

message 1145'toPCVT104ahd therv relays a CatLAfccept message 1146 back to the location server.111.2. Finally ihe :

location server 1112 relays 1148 the CalLAccept message t6T^'2 1102/ '
* *

- .
-

. v : • '
• . .

5 [0071] The ODMAFD schemeMs capable of providing priority access^ within the -same message.-streamJrGm each-:

user. Priority dccess will 'gerlerally give important conirbl messages a higher priority th&n data messages.^ Some.-irnr."

portant control messages which'might be transnnitt'ed by a wir6le'3s nl'odenTtn a reservation slot inc^ude: (a),AssQCiationv-

Request. for reques'ting association ofthe wireless rhoderri with ah-Accfess Point, (b) Connect Bequest; for requesting^

a connection set-up/(c) Paging Response,>for res|i)bnding to Pagirig :Request,.and (d) Bandwidth Request; for. re's

10 questing bandwidth allocation after having been silent for a while. The various types of- possible messages niay/also.

be assigned corresporidihgly different priorities for differing Qualities of Service. In general. Association Request, Gon-

necl Request,' arid Paging Response messages would =be expected to have a higher priority than data messages.
^ As

.

an example, if the service provider wishes* to admit nriore user^/vBahdwidth Request messages should-then be given-

lower priority than Connect Request and Paging Response messages.- allowing for faster connection set-ups. ArTiong,

IS data messages,' voice signals- carried over RTP/UDP packets,'-for-example. would generally be given higher priority

than-tcp/ip data packets '
'

'

r. c '
^

r-. * .

^

[0072] A fragmentation/reassembly mechanism has-been defined in-order to allow lorfragment retransmission. The

AP arid wireless modem will generally fragment the K/lAG'laye'r service data unit (SDU).if it exceeds the maximum,

payibad size oi* if'it exceeds the remaining space available in a downtink or uplink frame. Alternatively,: a fragmentation

20 threshold may be defined beyond which the MAC SOU will be fragmented. Each fragment has a sequencexontrol

field All fragments'belbnging to*the same SDU c^irry the same- 12-bit sequence number, but are assigned^ different

.

fragment numbers. A "More Fragrrient'' bit in the frame control field is then set for all fragments except thelast, indicating

that there are additional fragments still to follow. Th'e--fragrhdnts"iare then sent in order: of lowest to highest fragment;

nurhber. •
'

- ' - • v. ^ : i. \ « - - - . :>:y

25 [0073] ' To meet^this in-sequcncc delivery requiFemoht, both the AP and the wireless modem nr^ake sure that all .the

,

fragments of the same SDU are transmitted before a new SDU is transmitted. Only those fragnnents that are, lost-are

retransmitted. To prevent endless transmrssioh delay (with concomitant? transmission backlog), a particular^ source';:

(wireless modem'or AP) maintains a MAC SDU transmission timer which is started the moment a^MAC .SDU is passed

to th^ MAC layer When the timer exceeds the 'pre-established MAG SDU lifetime, all remaining fragments will ba
30 discarded by the source; and ho attempt is rriade to complete the trail ^. .

[0074] To pi-event endless waiting for permanently lost fragments, the destination station reconstructs the MAG SDU:^

by conribining the fragments in order "of the fragment number of the isequence control field. If the-destination station^

receives a fragment with the "more fragment" bit set. it khows that it has not yet received.a complete MAC^SDU. As

soon as'th^ destinatioh station receives a fragment having a cle^r "more fragment* bit, it will reassemble the MAC.

35 SDU and pass it to ai higher layer '
' ^- " " • ^--^ - *

• • - ^ -

[0075] The destination station (such as a wireless modem 'orCAP) mat ritains a receive MAC SDU timerwhich is-

initiated 'upon receiving the first fragment of a'MAC SDU- The destination station should preferably have 'at least..3

timers' for receiving three MAG SDUs simultaneously.~The destination station then discards all received'fragments of;

ariy^MAC SDU for which ^ receive" tirner is not rtiaintained. When the receive MAC SDU timer exceeds the pre-estab-;

40 lished receive MAC-SDU life time, alltragments will be discarded.Uf- additional fragments are received after thereceive,

MAC SDU timer expires, the fragments are acknowledged and^hen discarded. The. destination station-also discards

any duplicate fragment received, but still sends an^acknowledgm'ent in response.. . . -r.i . .. .^

[0076] • -The^MAC protocol operation in the multiple access^scheme includes the following steps:* Uplink transmission

power level establishment, uplink initial contention. uplink conflict resolution, uplink bandwidth allocation, AP downjink

45 bandwidth-allocation, cb'ntention status notification via the downlink control field, and scheduling of uplink transmissions'

via transmit permits. In particular, tor constant' rate traffic, each modem informs.the AP of the papket arrival rate during -

connection setup,' in order that only one access requestusirequired-tor the whole duration of the connection.

.

[0077] The overall ODMAFQ MAC protocol operation is illustrated in the flowcharts of Figs. 1 3A and B. As seen from.

a remote Host. Fig. 1 3A,- after establishment of the povverlevel for uplink transmission 1310. the remote hosts participate

so in uplink initial contention 1 315 dtiring which each remote ^with packets to send requests access to the.AR If some .of

thesfe access requests collide 1320. irS'that they are siibmitted in' the same reservation ministot, the colliding remote

hosts participate in -uplink conflict resolution ^1 325. Otherwise, the AP proceeds to allocate uplink bandwidth 1330

among the remote hosts requesting access, followed by '^allocation of bandwidth for its own downlink transmission

1 335. Each rerhote host waits to receive a transmit pemnit 1 337 during a subsequent downlink transmission and, upon

S5 receiving one. transmits a waiting packet from its queue. -If the'queue'at.a remote is not then empty 1 338, the remote

returns to waiting for additional transmit permits 1 337. otherwise it waits for new packets to arrive 1 339. - ... r

[0078] As illustrated in Fig.' 1 3B: the AP monitors activity jn the received contention reservation slots 1 360. When-it

r^eives a successful access request 1365, the AP sends reservation acknowledgments (ACKs). 1 370; and. adds the

13
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has been'detected in the' slbt;' 2)Vpri3amble in tKat slot is hot corrupted, and 3) a frame check sequence (FCS) in the .

slot indicates ho errors!^ the siatus' of a' contention 'slot is declared tobe'COLLISlON if RF energy -has been detected,

in the slot, and' at least 6ne of the following holds true^'l ) the pre'afhble' in=that stot is corrupted'or-2) a frame check •

sequence (FCS) in the sibt'tnBicate's err^^^^ -
: ^: ..• • v, .

=: =

s [0085] "^Fig'l&A'iliOstrates'is an embodinheht^f a rhethod for^^cc^^Sis' control according toian aspect ot the present

invention. N contention reservation minislotsare configured in each uplink frame 1810. The N m inislots are .organized ;*

into a plurality of accfess priority classes; each class having a diffferehV priority.* The AP is configured to aHpw m access >

:

priority classes 1815.' Each "remote host of'access priority class*!,''randomly spicks 1820- one contention mintslot and:

tran^mits'an access request, the contention mihisldt picked beihg^in a range from 1 toNj Where N,^i-i) <-Nrj and N .^;=rsl. -!

^0 The base station receives '1825 the access requests ahd-^sequehtially examines the received contention minislots.. lf

the minislot currently being examined contains an uncollided rbq'uest 1830, the AP grants access 1;835 to the remote; ;

host corresponding to tfie uncollided access request. If the minislot currently being examined contains a collided request !

1830, the AP will hot send an ACK, causing the affected remote-'nGdes to perform conflict resolution ;.1 840. After the.

conflict resolution pieribd, the AP grantsaccess to the "winhing"-remote host 184S. IVleanwhiie, if more minislots remain.

^5 to be examined 1850,^ the'AP continues to check mihislots for coltisians" 1830/ either granting, access.to successful

requesting hosYs 1835^61- awaiting the outcome 'of conflict resolution 1^^^ '
.

' -

[0086] V'Fig. iSB is a' flowchart illustrating ah alternate ehnbbdimeht of a method -fdr access control according to. an.

aspect of the present invention organized intd a plurality of access priority classes, each' withva different priority . N ;

contenlibri reservation nriinislots are idohfigured in each upi inkframe-18T0, The N minisiots are organized into a pluralityi-

»

20 ot access priority tiasses. each class-haVing a different priorily. The ^APis configured to allow m access priority classes

.

1815. Each'remote host of adcess jDriority class i and with a stack levef that equals 0, then transmits an access requefst

with a pr^obability Pj where P(jri) < Pj'ahd P-, - 1 1860. The bade station receives 1825 the, access requests and^

seque'ntially examines the received cohtehtioh nhihislots. If the^rhihislot currently being-examined contains an uncollided,

request 1830, the AP grants acfcess '1 835 to the remote host'cdrr'esporiding to the uncollided access request. If the-

25 rhihislot currently being examined contains a collided request 1 830; the AP will not send an AGK, causing the affected...

'

remote node's to perform conflict resolution 1840. After the conflict resolution period, the AP grants access ito the i

"winning"* rembte'host '1845* If more minisiots remain to be examined 1850, the AP continues to check minisiots for i

|

cbllisions 1830, either granting access to successful requesting hdsts:^^1835 or awaitihgth'e outcome of conf I ict:resolut ion :

184a '*

•
'''' " "' ' • '

:

30 [0087]' IDLE, SUCCESS and COLLISION status information 'is' ^bonveyed back to the wiretess modenrts. The .AP
.

.

places the slot status information in the^dbwhlink reservation Acknowledgment field. There are three^alternative pre- -,

ferred conflict resolution methods that may be used.^ The first method- is suggested in the IEEE 802.14 standard, and

is described along with two new methods bebw. Simulation results show that the second method described provides
.

*'

a better access delay. ' ' ' ' ' ^ ' •
• .

: .

,s
: , ^

35 [0088] In the first conflict resolution rhethod, suggested in lEEE'Stahdard 802.1 4. each wireless node that wishes to

transmit randomly picks one of the reservation minisiots. if a collision is indicated, a modem that was -affected by the.,

collision retransmits based on a random binary-exponential back-off method. This backoff method operates in accord-

ance with the following: • - • V ^ ;f

40 1. The modem generates 'a random number, t; uniformly 'distributed between O.and 2i - 1. where j is the number

of collisions that the modem experienced for the packet it is attempting to transmit. If j is larger than 10, then I is

sblected from a uniform distribution between 0 and 2^0'-' 1.- ' •
.

- •
'

2' The modem skips the next 1-1 contention slot opportunities of the same kind (either minislot or.data contention

slot): and then retransmits its previously collided packet in the next immediate contention slot opportunity

[0089] the' operation of this method is depicted in Fig. 14A'. A wireless node waiting to access the AP randomly picks;

1402 a reservalioh minislot in'which to transmit an access request. Ifahe node is affected by a collision 1.404. Ihejnode

cjenerates 1408 the random number I and skips MIO the nextO-1 contention slot opportunities of the same kind. The

50 node'than retrahsrhits 1 412 the access request lor the collided packet at the next immediate contention slot opportunity

Mf tK^ node is not affected by a collision 1404, then if the queue^at the node is*enripty »1405, the node transmits 1406.

the packet and returns to the waiting state 1402. If the queue at the node is not empty .1405. then, after.. receiving a

transmit permit frbna the AP, the node transmits 1407 the current packet along with a piggybacked reservation request

'for transmission 6f the next packet in its queue, continuing to transmit packets with piggybacked reservation,requests

55 1407 after receiving trahsmit permits uhtil the queue is iBmpty.1405 and.the final.packet has been transmitted 1406,

'after which th^ node returns'to the waiting state 1402. '

* '* • - : . , . . .
<

[0090] 'In the second and third'methods. the AP broadcasts the outcome of each contention in the reservation min-

'islols 16 all wireless nodes Via a downlink broadcast message. In the second method, the modem in each wireless

15
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node is characterized by a slack level, and only, wireless nodes with a stack level equal to zero are pernnitted to transmit

access request packets MDdems with a stack level greater than zero.are regarded as backlogged? For example, when

there are M reservation minislots. each remote node at stack level 0 can randomly pick one of the M minislpts. At the.

end of a timeslot. wireless node i changes stack level based on the outcome of a transmission in that lime slot. This

5 method allows newly active wireless* nodes to joimin with those_existing. wireless nodes having stack leve|,0 during a

particular conflrct resolution period. Each wirelessi node in a request state increments its stack-level by one if it does

not transmit an access request packet and receive a negative acknowledgment (e.g., that there was a collision) from

the base station. (AP). On the other hand, a wireless, node -decrements its stack level by one if it receives.a positive

acknowledgment from the base. station, indicating successful transmission of an access request. Each wirejess node
10 that participates in the access request transmission randomly "flips a coin" to determine whether its stack level stays

at level.O or is incremented by one upon receiving a negative acknowledgment from the base station. The^ rules of the

second method are: ^ ^ :
• : / < - -

.

1. When a wireless node first wishes to gain access to the network or has gained access and wishes to send new
'5 ' :^data, it is placed in a request, state and assigned a stack level of zero. ^ ^ - .» i - . ..

2. When there are M reservation minislots. each wireless node in a request state randomly picks one. of .the M
reservation minislots to be its assigned minislot in which to transmit an access request packet.

20 3. When the wireless node is characterized by a slack level equal lo zero, it transmits an access request packet;

however, when the remote node is characterized by a stack level other than zero, it does not transmit an access

= ' request packet. . i. ^ . . . r • ,

'

4. At the end of the time slot, each wireless node changes its stack level based on the outcome {either COLLIDED.
25 ' IDLE or SUCCESS) of an access request. ,as reported for its assigned minislot in the reservation acknowledgment

- field of a downlink message from the access point. :> . .
-

. - • •
.

A. A wireless node that sent an access request and received a SUCCESS outcome wilt be removed from the

request state.

B. A wireless node that sent an access request and received a COLLIDED outcome will either increment its

stack level by one or leave its stack level at zero depending upon the outcome of a random draw.

C. A wireless node that is in. the request stateand did not send an access request (i.e.. a.node backlogged

35 ' with stack level > 0) will increment its stack level bygone if the outcome reported in the reservation acknowl-

{
" edgment'fteld tor the assigned minislot lis COLLIDED. . j . >r . • .-^

' D. A wireless node that^is in the request state:and that did not send an.access request (i.e., a.node backlogged

' with stack tevel > 0) will decrement its stack level by one if the outcome reported in the reservation acknowl-

•*o edgment field for the assigned minislot is SUCCESS. . : : -

[0091] The operation of this method is depicted in Fig. 14B. A wireless node wailing to access the AP or send new

data 1432 sets its stack level to 0 and enters.the request state. If the stack level of the node is 0 .1434. the node

randomly picks 1436 a reservation minislot for transmission of an access request and transmits the access request. If

-'S the outcome of the request is SUCCESS 1438, and the.queue.at the node is empty 1439. the.npde transmits 1440 the

current packet and exits the request state, returning to the waiting slate; 1432. If the queue at the node, is not empty

1439. then, after -receiving'a transmit permit from the AP, the node ;transm its 1441 the current packet along vyjth a

piggybacked reservation request for transmission of: the next packet in'its queue, continuing to transmit packets with

piggybacked reservation requests 1441 after receiving transmit permits until the queueiis empty 1439, at which. point

so ii transmits the remaining packet 1440. exits the request state, and returns to the waiting slate 1402. , /• _ .

[0092] '

If the outcome of the reservation request 1436 was not SUCCESS 1436, the node, participates in a random

draw 1444 to learn whether to increment 1448 its stack level by 1 or leave 1446 its stack level at 0,.IMhe stack level

remains 1446 at 0,'the node again randomly picks'iT436 a reservation minislot for transmission of an access.request

and Uansmits the access request. If the stack level is incremented 1448, the stack level will not be.O 1,434. If the stack

55 level of any i-emote node is not 0 1434 then if the outcome of the previous reservation request was.COLLIDED 1450,

the node ihcrernents 1452 its stack level by 1. IMhe outcohne for the previous reservation request wasi^not- COLLIDED
1450, the node decrements 1454 its stack level by 1: •

.

* .--^ - v ,;.r • : •

.

[0093]' The third conflict resolution method is a modification.of the second. In the third conflict resolution method, the
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modem in each wireless node is again characterized by a-stack level, and only wireless nodes with a stack levelequal

.

to 7ero are permitted i© frahsm it access' request p?^ckels. Modems with stack.levfel greater than 7ero are regarded as

backlogged. The rules'oY-the fliird methbd areT' ' • ^
'

• • ' • » ?
:

5 V. Wheh*a wireless node first wisKes to gain acce'&s tolhe Vtetwork.or has gained ^access jand wishes-toiSend new

datajt'is placed'in a request'state and assigned a stacki'level of zero. l • ..^ !.;-..: ;^.h(r;iiii:--

2. =When-there are M* reservation ministots. each wireless node. in a request state rahdomly-picks one of .thexM

reservation nniinislots to be its assigned minislot in which to transmit :an access request packet. • :> * • v.

3. When the wireless- node is characterized by a stack levet equal to; zero/ it transmits an.access .request packet;

however, when the remote node is characterized by a stack level other than zero, it does not transmit an access,

request packet.

15 4. At the end of the time slot, each wireless node'changes its stacks level based on ithe'Outcome;(either COLLIDED,

IDLE or SUCCESS) of all access requests as reported in the resen/ation acknowledgment fields of a downlink

'
' messaige frorri'thie Access Point. ^ ' • • - : . . . - '

' n'--

A. A wireless node that sent an access request and received a SUCCESS outcome will be removed from the

20 -^'-^-f^^- request state. 's . . . ^ .
-

. . . ^ ' . "ir
'

.
s /

*

B. A wireless node that sent an access request and received a COLLIDED outcome will either increment its

stack level by one or leave its stack level at zero depending on the outcome of a random draw.

25 '
-

' - C: A wireless node that is in the request state and that did not send; an access request (i.e., a,node backloggcd

with stack level > 0) will decrement its stack level by one if the outcomes of all access requests reported in at

least 80% (or some other predefined threshold) of the reservation acknowledgment fields is either SUCCESS
6r IDLE. Otherwise, thie remotef node will increment its stack level by one. •

,

30 D. When the backlogged modem's stack level is decremented to zero, the modem randomly picks one of the

- ' ' M minislots (or
'

'

[0094] The operation of this method is depicted in Fig. 1 4C and is similar to that of the method of Fig. 1 4B. A wireless

node wartihg to access the AP or send new data 1432 sets its stack level to 0 and enters the. request state. If the slack

35 level of the node is 0 1434, the node randomly picks 1436 aireservation minislot.for transrriission of an access request

and transmits the access request, if the outcome of the request is.SUCCESS 1 438: and the queue at the node is empty

1439, the node transmits 1440 the current packet and exits the request state, returning to the waiting state 1432. If the

qtieue at' the node is not empty 1439, then- after receiving a transmit ^permit from the AR. the node^ransmits 1441 the

current packet along with a-piggybacked reservation request for transmission of the next packet in its queue, continuing

40 to transmit packets with piggybacked reservation requests:-1441':after receiving, transmit permits until the queue is

empty 1439 and it has transmitted the remaining packet 1440, after which it exits the request state, and returns to the

waiting state 1402." ^ • ' • ' - " -J
•

'

[0095] If the outcome of the reservation request -1436 was not SUCCESS. 1 438. the node participates in a random

draw 1444 lb learn whether to increment 1484 its stack level by 1 :or leave 1446 its stack level at O. If the slack level

^5 remains 1446 at 0, the node again randomly picks 1436 a reservation minislot.for transmission of an access request

and trahsrriits the access request. If the stack levelus incremented 1848, the stack level will not be 0 1434.Ht the.stack

level of any remote node is not 'O 1434, then if the outcome of all the reservation requests during the ^previous cycle

wiis COLLIDED-1460 for greater than or equat to some THRESHOLD percentage, the node increments 1462 its stack

'level'by i:'!f the outcome for the previous reservation: request .was not COLLIDED 1460, the node decrements ,1464

50 its stack level by '1 . • •
• - r • - . -

-
.

- ..

' [0096] Note that, due to the hidden terminal problem, all the frames transmitted need to be acknowledged.; Acknpwl-

' edgmeht messages should not be sent in contention' mode. .Transmit :schedules and transmit, permits are therefore

used as a mochanisrf> to acknowledge downlink MAC unicastUramos. When a wirelpss rpodom receives a downlink

' broadcast frame, it first interprets the transmit schedules and transmit permits. If it is not that wireless rnodem-.s turn

55 to transmit data? and th&'wireless modem is the recipient of a^unicast frame (i.e.. ;lhe wireless modem's ID is, found. in

the transmit schedules). 'then nhe wireless modem schedules'an acknowledgment message for the unieast frame in

the immediately following uplink frame. All acknowledgment messages are sent first„before any of the data messages

allowed by the ti-'ansmit permits For those wireless modems that receive:both transmit- permits and unieast messages

17
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in thie dowhlink frame, a different transmit permit is issued to allow these modems to piggyback their acknowledgments

onto the back of their uplink data transmissions. In order to ackndwledgetuptink'^nicast frames, the AP either schedules

,

a unicast acknowledgment message or piggybacksUhe aeknowledgment message onto the dovvniink data transmission:

[0097]' "As^'previously mentioned, the number of rese/valioh minislbls available may be. dynamically changed. If, for
*

5 example; there are- k' rriihislots in a contention reserviatibn' slot- and N iotal- slots,. NWof whfcH are reservation slots-,

containihg a total of N1 *k miriislots, then the remaining (N'-ND'slbts are data slots. If NUM_RA^MIN and NUMi.RA_MAX.

are theWinimum and maximum number, respisetrvelyr of reservation* minislots desired for the-system,- the number of

available resen/atibn minislots can be dynamically changed based on the percentage of. idle minislots and the total,

uplink queue length. \ k .

10 [0098] Four methods have been developed for dynamic adjustment of the total number of reservation minislots avail-

able to the remote nodes for making access requests. In each of these methods, the total uplink queue length at any

time is 'q', the percentage of minislots that are' idle at .artiy time js •idle'..the:number of mtnistots in a frame at any time

is 'no_mini'. and the number of noncontention data slots in a frame at any time is 'no_slots*. The base station (AP) is

the arbiter of how quickly the number of available minislots is change^d. At every iteration of the decision process, the

15 base station broadcasts the number of available reservation minislots to the remote nodes. The base station's decision

is based on the results of one of these methods. For each method, the assumption is made that the remote nodes

have piggybacked uplink queue length information to the base station during their uplink data transmissions.

[0099] A software implementation of method 1 for the dynamic adjustment of the number of reservation minislots is

given below and is also illustrated pictorially in the flowchart of Fig. 12A.

20

If ((q > HIGH_THRESH) && (idle > IDLE^THRESHl)) (

If(State!=l) {

no__mini=no_niini-k;

no_slots=no_slotS"F I

;

States 1

}

}

If ((q < LOW_THRESHOLD) && (idle < IDLE_THRESH2)){

lf(State=l) {

no_niini=no_nruru-Fk;

•45 noslots=no_slots- 1

,

State=0

}

}

[0100] As shown in Fig. 12A, if the total uplink queue length is greater than a high threshold (HIGH) 1201, then if the

55 percentage of idle minislots (IDLE) is not greater than a first idle threshold (IDLE 1 )1202, the number of minislots (N)

is left unchanged. If. however, the percentage of idle minislots is greater than the first idle threshold 1202, and the

state is not "1" 1203 (meaning that the number of minislots was not just decreased), the number of minislots in the

frame is decreased 1204 by some k. the number of dataslots (SLOTS) in the frame is increased by 1 , and the state is

25

30

35

40
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10

set-to "r. If lhe-tota! uplink-queue length ts not greater lhan-the-.high threshold 12pi.;then if the total uplink quepe.

length is less than a.lovA/ threshold (LOW). J 205. .and. the. percentf^ge of idl^. minis lot^ ,is not less than a second idle .

threshold (tDLE2) 12G6: Ihe.nunnber.of nriinislots is; left unchanged; J f..,however, the percentage of idle nriirijslots is. less

than the second idle-threshold '1206. arKJ.the state i$;-.'^.T^:12Q7v(meai:)ing. that the nujriber 9f minislots.wajs just de^;^

creased), the^number of minislots' in the fram^ isiincreasedOf204 t?y:K5-tf?e,nun;iber of dataslots in.the franne,is decreased

by 1 and thd state is set to •0"
. In all four methods, ihe Ihreshptd y^lu^s and the value of k.rnay be prespecified if desired.

[0101] • A software. implementation of,method.2 foc the dynarnic.adjvistment of the number of re^seryation miriislpt? is^

given below and is also illustrated pictorially in theiflpwchact of FFig. 12B. In the nriethods of Figj.,12B apd 120. hilGH?.

>HIGH1 and LOW2>LOW1. -
>r. -i „ '.^

^
'

' '
^ -^If ((q > HIGH2)-&& (idle > IDLE^THRSH 1 )) f , , . :

no_siots=fno_^lots+2,;v
. i i

" .iv: - i-". f,.

State=2

}

else if(State=l) {

nornini=no_mini-k;

no_slots=no_slots-+- 1

;

State=2

35 }

45

SO

55
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State=l

5 , ... .... .
^. .

}

[0102] As shown in Fig. 1 2B. if the total uplink queue length is greater than a first high threshold (H1GH2)1210. then

TO if the percentage of idle minislots is not greater than a first idle thi-esliold 1 211 ,1he number of minislots is left unchanged.

If, however, the percentage of idle minislots is greater than the first idle threshold 1211, and the state is "0" 1212

(meaning that the number of minislots was just increased), the number of minislots in the frame is decreased 1213 by

2k, the number of dataslots in the frame is increased by 2, and the state is set to "2". If the state isT 1 214. the number

of minislots in the frame is decreased 1215 by k. the number of dataslots in the frame is increased by 1 and the state

15 is set to "2".

[0103] In the method of Fig. 12B, if the total uplink queue length is not greater than the first high threshold 1210,

then if the the total uplink queue length is greater than a second high threshold (HIGH 1)1220. and the percentage of

idle minislots is not greater than the first idle threshold 'igT?,' the number^of minislots is^left unchanged. If. however,

the percentage of idle minislots is greater than the first idle threshold 1217. and the state is "0" 1218, the number of

20 minislots in the frame is decreased 1219 by k, the number of dataslots in the frarne is increased by 1
,
and the stale is

set to "1".

[0104] If the total uplink queue length is not greater than the first high threshold 1 210 and the second high threshold

1220, but is also not lower than both a first (LOW1) 1221 and second (LOW2j 1222 low threshold, the number of

minislots is left unchanged. If. however, the total uplink queue. length is not greater than the second high threshold

25 1220, is not lower than the first low threshold 1221, but is lower than the sGConci0 222 low threshold, then if the per-

centage of idle minislots is less than a second idle threshold 1 223, arid the state is "2° 1 224 (meaning that the number

of minislots was just decreased), the number of minislots in the frame-is ihcreased 1225 by k, the number of dataslots

in the frame is decreased by 1 , and the state is set to "1

[0105] If the total uplink queue length is not greater than the second high threshold 1220 and is lower than the first

30 low threshold 1221 . then if the percentage o! idle minislots is less than the second idle threshold 1226. and the state

is not -0" 1 224, then if the state is 1 228. the number of minislots in the frame is increased 1 230 by k, the number

of dataslots in the frame is decreased by 1 , and the state is set to "Or while if the state is "2", the number of minislots

in the frame is increased 1229 by 2k, the number of dataslots in the frame is decreased by 2, and the state is set to "0".

[0106] A software implementation of method 3 for the dynamic adjustment of the number of reservation minislots is

35 given below and is also illustrated pictorially in the flowchart of Fig.,^12C: ^ , . ,

,

40

50
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If ((q > HIGH_THRESH) && (idle'> IDLE_THRESH1)) (

5 If(no_mini >NUM_MIM '

no_miru=no_mini-k;

no slots=no slots+1;

}

If ((q < LOW_TfmESHOLb) && (idle < IDLE_THRESH2)){

If(no_mni<^m^_^^rNl_MAX)

no_mini=no_miiu+k;
*^

no slots=no slots- 1 ;
• > .

}

30 [0107] As shown in Fig. 12C. if the total uplink queue length is greater than a high threshold 1240. then if the per-

centage of idle minislots is not greater than a first idle threshpid 1241. the number of minislots is left unchanged. If,

however, the percentage of idle minislots is greater than' the fir-st idle threshold 1241, then if the number of minislots

is greater than the minimum number of minislots allowed (MIN) 1242, the number of minislots in the frame is decreased

1243 by k and the number of dataslots in the frame is increased by 1. If the total uplink queue length is not greater

35 than a high threshold 1 240, then if the the total uplink queue length is less than a low threshold 1 244, and the percentage

of idle minislots is not less than a second idle threshold 1245, the number of minislots is left unchanged. If. however,

the percentage of idle minislots is less than the second idle threshold 1245, and the number of minislots is less than

the maximum number of minislots allowed (MAX) 1246, the number of minislots in the frame is increased 1247 by k

and the number of dataslots in the frame is decreased by 1

.

40 [0108] A software implementation of method 4 for the dynamic adjustment of the number of reservation minislots is

given below and is also illustrated pictorially in the flowchart of Fig. 1 2D.

so
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If ((q > HIGH2) && (idle >.roLE^THRESH 1 )) { ,

If(no_mini > NUM^?^^JVqW.) ^ ,

no_mim=no_mini-2k; ., ,

no_slots=no_slots+2; ...^^

}

}

else if ((q> fflGHl) && (idle.> IDL5_THR£SH1^^ {

If (no_raini > >aJM,_MINn_MIN) {, .

no_mini=no_mini-k; ,

no_slots=no_slots-^l; . -

}

}

If ((q < LOWl) && (idle < EDLE_THRESH2)) {

" 'lf(no^mim,.< lS^

< • . no-^mini=?no_mim+2k; r K> .
• . , .0

- ' no_slots=nb_slots-2; '
'

'
•

^
: :

•

else if ((q < LOW2) && (idle < IDLE_THR£SH2)){

If (no_mini < NUM_MINI_MAX) (

no_mini=no_mini+k;

no_siots=no_slots- 1

;

}

)
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[0109] As*shown in Fig. 12D. if the total uplink queue length is greater than a fjrst high threshold 1250. then it the,

percentage-of idle mintslots is not greater than a first; idle threshold 1251, the number of minislotf is Jeft unchanged. .

If. however, the percentage of idle minislotsJs greater^than the.fifst idle threshold 1251,.and the nurnber of minislots

is greater than a minimunn number of minislots allowed 1252. the.nunjber of minislotsjn the franne is decreased 1253

5 by 2k ahd the number oi dataslots.tn the frame ris.- increased by.2/- If the totaj: uplink queue length is not greater thaa

the- first high threshold 1250; then if the the total fuplink queuejength is. greater than.a second high threshold 1254,..

and-the percentage'of idle-minislots is not greater than the- first idle threshold 1255, ..the riumber of minislots js left

unchanged: If, however, the percentage of idle minislots is greater.than the first idle threshold 1255, and the number

of minislots is greater than the minimum number of minisiots; allowed 1256. the number of minislots in the frame.is .

10 decreased 1257 by k and the number of dataslots in the-frame is increased by 1. y--- - : * - - -

[0110]- In the method of Fig. 12D. if the total uplink queue-length is not greater than the first high threshold 1250 and

the second high threshold 1 254. but is" also not lower than both a first 1258 and second .1 262 low threshold, the number

of minislots is left unchanged. If. however the total uplink queue length is not greater than the second high threshold

1254, is not lower than the firsMow threshold 1 258; -butjs: lower than the second. 1262 low threshold, then if the per- .

15 centage of idle minislots is less thama second idle threshold 1 263, and the number of minislots is less than the. pnaxinrium

number allowed 1264. the number of minislots;in.the trarrie is; increased,1265 by k and the number of dataslqts in the

frame is decreased by l.t : • . , v.- , • ^
; . , .

,

[0111] If the total uplink queue length. is not greater than the.secpnd high threshold,1254 and is lower than the first

tow threshold 1258} then if the percentage of idle minislots is less than the second-idle threshold 1 259. and the number ..

20 of rninistots is less than the maximum number allowed 1260,.the,number;of minislots in thje frame is increased 1261

by 2k and the number of dataslots inthe frame is decreased-by 2. . . , .
*

. -
. ^ ,.

[0112] The role^of the AP in responding to .uplinkvbandwidth requests .from modems, -whether they. arrive in pure

reservation minislots or in piggybacked form., is to control uplink-transmission in order, to.achieve a balance betweeri
.

high taandwidth efficiency and excellent quality of sen/ice (.QoS) management. While QoS requirements for constant

25 bit rate CBR traffic arc Gxtrcmoly important and stringent, Ihcy.aro relatively liberal for traditional data traffic. One goal

of the bandwidth allocation scheme in the AP is therefore. to.take advantage of these divjerse QoS requirements.jn

order to achieve a high degree of statistical mult iptexing^ In order tOidetermine how the AP should transmit downlink
,

traffic from various connections; the AP requires: a downlink scheduling system. Similarly, in order to coordinate the,

uplink transmissions from associated wireless.modems. the AP requires a system for scheduling the uplink transmission

30 opportunity of each wireless modem. The scheduling. systefTis can be as simple as round-robin, strict priority. or,a first

come-first serve algorithm, or may alternatively be more. complex, such as a fair queuing algorithm. As discu^sec^

.

previously, a number of schedulers which are all variations on fair queuing have been proposed,
.

• - ^^ ^

[0113] The uplink scheduling system is.not required to be the same as the downlink scheduling system, however,

for a simple embodiment. one may elect that:they be the same. Obviously, a scheduling system is desired that provides

35 Quality of Service to end users. As in ATM- networks, different service classes can be defined to cater to the diverge

QoS heeds Of different applications.' The possible service classes include: constant bit rate (CBR), real-time and non- ^

real-time variable bit rate (RT VBR,-NRT VBR)r unspecified bit. rate (UBR). and available bit rate.{ABR).,ln order to ,

meet the QoS requirements of different :service classes,} there needs to be a method for allocation of bandwidth agd

.

buffer resources that does not require statically prioritizing one over the other

40 [0114] In'order for the AP to perform down link and uplink scheduling in the case where the wireless moderps are

geographically distributed, a mechanism is needed for the wireless modems to pass relevant information to the base

station, which is the only location, that has a complete view of all transmission queues (i.e., transnaission queues for

both wired and wireless' hosts) There are^at least two alternative ways to compute the service tags for all hosts asso-

ciated with the access point. In these methods, the wired hosts, with which the associated wireless modems are corri-

•i5 municating, are assumed to be permanently associated withvthe access point. In-pne method, the base, station can.

broadcast the system'virtual time and the assigned^ shares of service classes to each ot the wireless .moderns. Then,

each wireless^modem computes its own service tag and. informs the base station pt it via a^request access packet or.

by piggybacking on the data transmission. Alternatively, the wireless modem can sinnply intorm the base, station of it^

queue size (again via a request access packet or by piggybacking on data .transmission),, apd the base station ,can

50 compute the service tag for each wireless moderri as well as for the wired hosts. The, second method is more efficient

in terms of downlink bandwidth utilization, since the base station does not have to transmit the assigned service shares

(which may be dynamically varying) to each wireless modem.

[01 1 5] An embodiment of the first method is illustrated in Fig. 1 5A. The base station broadcasts a system virtual time

1510 to the remote hosts. Each remote host computes a service tag value 1515 for each of its newly arrived packets,

55 then transmits 1520 the smallest tag value to the base station. Transmit permits are then assigned 1530 at the base

station based on the sen/ice tag values received from the remote hosts and the available data, slots. The transnnit

permits are broadcast to the remote hosts 1540. and then packets' are received from the remotes 1540 in the order

specified by the transmit permits. If a packet is lost or is received having errors 1545, the sending remote is made

24
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aware of this problem either througK notification byihe AP or through failure to receive ah ACK from the AP in response:-.

The sending remote thenVecorrSputes'tKe service tag packets 1550. including the packet whose.,

transmission failed. This prcK:edurWcbrit inues until all the'sc?hedttled:packets have been examined .1 555.. after, wf^iich

the systern'agaih broaticaists the current virtual t'li^^ : i: ..' r;
• ^.;:r.. -

, , - ; .
.

5 [0ii 6]
'* An'embckJimeht of the' second methdd 'is' illustrated in'Fig:: 156.^^^^^ 1 560Jro.m e^ch

.

remote host to-the base' station, each' packet count representing either the number, of fixed-sized packets or:the^lQngth,

of a variable-lerigth packet to be trahfemitteti frorh the remote host td the base station. The.base stalion.compules^:l;565r

the^service'tag values for each^ renrrote host; assigns transnrtit permitsrl 530 based on the^service tags of the. remote

hosts and th^ available' data slots; and broadcasts the transmit permits to. the remotes 1535. Packets arp received

10 from the remotes 1 540 in the order specified by the transmit permits'. Ifia packet; is lost or received having^ errors .T545,

the'AP i-ecolriputes the service tag values for that remote host 1570. This procedure contiriues until all the scheduled^

packets have been exartiine(d T555,' after which the riemote hbsts:again transmit their packet counts .1 560 ,to the.base

station""'
' '

-
'

-
' ^ - - ^ i.- '

- v.-
'-^

[0117] ln'the"meihods of Fig. A 5 A and B. shouldt'transmttted'/packets be lost, the base station; (access poirit) .or

IS wireless moSem recomputes new service tag valueis'for all qUeued packetis based on thte current^ system virtual tinne..

In ah Alternative embodiment; the AP or wireless node maintaihs a packet queuesand a head-of-line tag; In.this scherrie,,

if a packet is tost, only the head-of-line tag needs to be changed. Once the head-of-line packetihas been transmitted

successfully, thfe^'rest of the queCied packets will autdinaticaliy receive the correct tag (the recomputed headofrlin^ tag

plus appropriate indfemenls)- This alterhative embodiment has the advantage. of using less cpu Retransmitting in a^

20 poliihg system' is discussed ^ene rally in' R. Kautz "A Distributed^^Self-CJocked Fair Queuing Architecture For Wireless ^

AJt\A Networks", 1997 International Symposium on Personal' Indoor- and Mobile Radio Communications. Kautz.dpes

not, however, discuss the teehhiqUfe of the presenturiverition-for. recomputing tag values when packets are lost. : i

[0118]' A Hn^ttlod for recomputing service'tags aftei^loss of a packet is'clearly.of great:importance in.a<wirel.ess system,^

where such losses are common^slace. For the haIf-duplex case v^^both the -uplink.and downlink queues at the access

25 points arc managed as if they arc sharing the same bandwidth, i.G.v as' if thcrciis only one system virtuahtime. Foritho

full-duplex case, separate system virtual times fop the uplink and the downlink traffic may be used. It might also be

desirable to have rerriote hosts' divided into one or more- separate' groups fbn purposes of downlink transmissipn, with..

each grobp having a different priority and receivinig: a* different, system virtual time. Once a.modem receives an .ac-.

knowl^dgment to its initial access request; it waits until it |-eeeives a transmit,permit from the AR' Each Jime. the modem-

30 trart^mits a 'packet, it also- indicates whether it has more ipacketslrmrts^ buffer This piggybacking then^ serves as^a

conteritiori-free bandwidth reservation request for the modemy: v . . .
.

[0119] Calculation of service tags is illustrated in Fig. 16. First the AP calculates the; service tag increment 1610 for.

each remote node based on eadh ndd6s'assigned service shai-e. Each nodes packetsare then assigned service tags,

16'1 2' according id (he applicable fair queuing algoi^ithm. Packets are then sen/icedi1614 according to the prder.of the-

35 assigned service tdgs- If packets-arrive from a node that previously hadan ertipty queue 1 516, the^packets of the rie^vyly,

transmitting node ar^ assigned service tags 1618 starting from the tag.otthe packet currently in service plus the serviQe,

tag increment of that node. 1f'an error occurs- ih'the trahsmission^of a- packet 1:620,: the service ,tag of that packerjs

reassigned 1622 to -be' the current tag plus the service: tag increment .for that node. The remaining packets for that,

node will then receive new service tags 1622 that will be the previous service tag plus the node's service tag increment,

40 This can be performed eitherlhrbugh direct recomputationfofall'the service.tags for that.ndde.Aor through the recom-

putation' of the head-of-line tag, if present. In the head-of-linfe tag case, once the head-of-line packet is transmitted

successfully, the rest of the queued packets- for that node will then automatically receive the correct tag
.
Note that the

service tags of all Ihe other nodes will remain unaffected by the retransmission of a.packet lor this node,; meaning that

the QoS experienced by "the other nodes wilt not suffer.. . j .
- "*r ? ^ •;

45 [0120] In the preferred embodiment of an aspect orthe invention, orderfin .which^the access point sends transmit

permits 'to ali'assbciated wireless modems is based on the self-clocked fair queuing algorithm described above. The

order in which the access point serves' the various downlinkiconnections is also based on the self-clocked fair queuing

afg6rith'm.' For example, a system may. have a capacity of 16 units and 3 sessions with session-ids 1,^2, 3, ,and;session

shares'
ri
= 1, T2-= 2, and = 3, respectively. If. for computation simplicity, the length of the packets of apy sessio.n is

50 arways*L=e; each* patket- will take 6.5 tiitie units -to be transmitted. Thei service tag ,increment:
. - > \ r " -

55

is then &, 4. and 2 for sessions 1 , 2. and 3, respectively.- If. at time t. session- 1 ;has 4 packets. session,2: has 8 packets,

and session 3 does hot become backlogged untilt = 3, then, according to equation (1 ).:the packets of^session 1 receive

the sen/ice tags S, 16;- 24: and 32 Similarly, the packets of session 2 receive the service tags. 4,- 8,. 12.;. 1.6. 20. .24. 23,

25
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[0121] FIG. 9A shows the service lags of the packets of this example at time.t = 0.^ The packets of session 1 with

service tag 8 902. service tag 16 904, service tag 24 906. and service tag 32 903 are interleaved with packets 912,

914, 91 6, ;91 8,-920 922: and 924 from session 2. Packet 910 Irom session 2.- havi rig service tag 4.,is cvrrenlly in service.

5 [0122] FIG. 9B shows the service tags of the remaining queued packets at time t - 3. just before the packets from

session 3 arrive;iPacket 91 8 from session,2, having service, tag. 20. is currently in service. FI.G. 5p showsJhe service

tags of the packets at time t = 3, just after the 9 packets 930.- 9.32. .934,-.936. 938.. ,940, 942,' 944 and 946.1 rorri session

3 arrive. Note that the service tag for the first packet 930 of session 3 starts at 22 because, when the packets arrive,

the service tag of the packet currently being served was 20. Thus, for a service tag increment of,2,,the first packet 930

JO from session 3 will receive sen/ice tag 22. Subsequent packets from sessiori 3 then have service.tags of 24 ,.26, 28, etc.

[0123] FIG. 9D shows the service tags of the remaining queued packets at time t = 4.5. The transmission of the

packe1:906 with service tag-24 from session il has errors: The access point therefore reconnputes a new service tag

of 32 for this packet 950, which needs to be retransmitted. Thaaccess point also recomputes the ?.ervice tags of the

remaining packets from session l-.-which in this.case.only affects one other. packet 952.(908 in Fig. 9C), which; receives

J5 a new service tag.of 40r.ln this way. the retransmissionLOf a packet from.a particular session dpes^not affe.ct the.Quajity

of Service of other sessions. o . : . .
'

i- .

[0124] When'the remote host PC wants data services, it sends a connect message toJhe.wireless nnodem. Uppn

receiving'this^message. the wireless modem monitors the broadcast.frame that is being cpntinuou.sly sent by^the AP.

The beacon message is part of this broadcast frame and provides.ttrTiirig information, the ESS-IQ pf the Network, the

20 BSS-ID of the AP, information about the contention slots, the bad rnelric of, the AR etc. .
The wireless modem then

chooses.the AP with wtiich it wants to associate and sends.a MAC layer associate request frame. Since.association

request frames are sent in contention mode, collisions may occurAwi re Iess modern needs to retransmit the association

request frame if it does not receive an association response frarne from the AR. After a maximurn number of .retries,

the wireless modem will send a connect fail message-to.theTemote host PG. indicating that the.wireless modem cannot

25 associate with anAR at this time. . > r.i

[0125] Upon receiving an associate request frame from a wireless modem, after the AP has successfully authenti-

cated the wireless modem, it sends an association response frarrie with a status code -successful" to the modem.

Authentication is performed at the network layer. When a user requests a connection via the wireless modem, the

connection request is forwarded by the access point to the wireless hub. The yy/ireless hub Jhen authenticates the^user

30 If the user is successfully authenticated, a unique connection cookie is provided by the wireless hub to the access

point. If it is desirable to provide different QoSs to different connections from the same user, then.diffe^rpnt connection

cookies are assigned to the same user: similarly, if it is desirable to provide different QoSs to different users (albeit

potentially'from the same wireless modem), then each user. is. given a different connection identity.-
^ , :

[0126]' If the wireless modem. cannot be successfully-authenticated, then. an associatipn response frame vyilh..an

35 appropriate reason code will be sent. Different. reason; codes can be defined to cover each of .the. possibly different

reasons for the failure to associate.-lf it is desired to combine the MAC layer registration with the.network .lay e^r^ regis-

tration, the association request frame- should contain. sufficient login iriforrnation to enable the AP to send a network

layer registration packet to.the requesting wireless.hub. In .this case, the AP will riot send the^assoQiation.,response

frame until it' receives a further response from the -wireless hub. • , ,
, . .

' ' ' \ • .

•io [0127] ^ If thei-MAC layer registration is not combined/with the network layer registratiori,; then the.-AP can relay the

MAC layer registration to the wireless hub before sending the association response frame. The separation of. MAC
layer registration arid network layer registration is useful if it- is desired that the network software be reusable for other

physical implementations: Also, if different users arerusing the same wireless modem to make different cqnnection

requests, then the wireleiss modem may need to make only one MAC layer registration, but-nriay still need to make
-^5 multiple network layer registrations. If there is only one user for:- each-wireless modem, then combination of MAC layer

with network layer registration helps to reduce the number of airlink frames duririg the registration process.

[0128] Upon receipt of a reconnect message.lrom the. remote host PC.. a wireless .rrioderTi reassociates with an

access point via the following procedure: . ^ • •
: .

50 ' 1. The wireless modem transmits a' reassociation request frame to the, access point; ., r .
,

2. If the reassociation response frame is received with a status code of "successf ul"-, the wireless modem transmits

^ a reconnect success message to the PC: '
. i : • . .

.. •
, .

i J-. ^•

55 3! If the reassociation response frame: is received with a status code other.than "successful", the. wireless modem
• ti^ansmits a reconnect fail message to the PC. ; . , v i- -c-

^[0129] The- access point operates as follows in order to supportthe reassociation of stations: i ,

-
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1. Whenever a reassociate request frame is received from a station and the station is authenticated, the access

point tra'nsmitsVre?i^sociatioh respdrise with a ' •
;

'2. If the status value is succe'ssful". the cOhhectio'ri'cookie assigned. to the station is included iri lhe-response;

3. When~'th^ reassociatiori is siiccessfu I,Hhe access point Updates its MAC filter table appropriately The access^

poihfalso informs thV wireless' hub bhhiS <
'

^ ' '
.

^. < b
^

- t
• ;

4. If the reas'sofciation request is hot successfulj thea'ccess point transmits a'reassociation.response,with.anfap-::

10 propriate reason' code 1o the wireless modem. '
-...-.li i-:^, i^;.:, ^ . rr,

[0130] If'^ for some reason, either the PC or the access point wants to disassociate with. the. other, a disconnect

request ff^amei'^'sent.Thdi'P'C sends a' disconnect"message tothe wireless modem,jtriggering the wireless modem to-

sehd a dibcdnriect' request freinrie to the access point; The^ access point responds \withta' disconnect. respor)se .frame

TS tW^t indicates the scicbess or failure of the'dtsconnect effort initiated by the PC.. The wireless.modem relays Ihis response.

back to the PC via a disconnect response message. ' "
- - ' " •' *

'

[0131] 'Ir^ some cirdtimstances. such 'as overloading on when-higher priority is given to other users,;an access point

rnay need to disassciciate a particular wireless nriodiBm that had previously been associaied:with Uiat access point. ;ln;

that case, 'the access* point sends'a disaissociate request message- to the wireless* modem; Jh e.vyireless .modem ;
re-

20 sponds io Ihe access point with a disassociation response frame'and then relays the disassociationi^message .to all

PCs attached ib the wireless mbdertl. Anacces point ckn also disconnect a particular connection using via a disconnect

request message' which is relayed* to the PC via the wireless "rffodem: For wireless modems .that, support more.than

orie PC! a disassociation request message is hot used unless'lt^iS' desired^o disable the-whole wireless .modenn. - i

[0132] Based on a list of access points with'which'the wireless modem can communicatei the modem decides which

2S AP to associate with by choosing the AP that best meets the following criteria (in decreasing'priority order): ^

1. best signal to interference ratio, RSSI and SNR: '^ '' '^ '^' .'^ v, ,r . .
' . %,* .

" '

*

^2' least loaded (i.e/having the smallest number of feqtJiva^ t, - >

' 3. requires the' le'ast power to communicate with.^ • ^
, -^r, ,. . . . > \

• r

: . : ' I .A\.\ V -

'

.. -r. . .

^
>

-

[0133] The uplink/down I in kltahsnhission time ratio can' be dynamically adjustable. A way to implement- this utilizes

^' "rh^re" bit or 'upiihk queue-size information that is piggybacked on the uplink.data transmission.- The access, poiiit,

35 upon' Vteceiving this- information from all remote nodes currently active within thefcell/sector, will then have complete,

information on the total" upiink/downlihk queue size and cah use this information todynamically adjust the^uplink/dpwn-

lihk ratio based on the totaf uplink/downlink queue size information.. One: simple.iway to do this is:to use a threshold-

based technique: 'vvhen the total uplihk/downlihk queue size. ratio drdps below kl ; the Access. Point sets'the uplirik/

downlink ratio to s1 ; when the total uplink/downlink queu6* size' ratio increases -beyond k2 (k2 > k1 ), the Access Point

40 sets the uplink/dowrSlirik 'ratio to s2 (s2 > si). At the present time^traffic-characterizationiseems to suggest that a ratio

of 4:1' is'appropriate. =
" - "

: o
; ^

'[6134]'' As seen in Fig.' lb,-fram6 1010 has four reservation rninislots 10:1 2,; two uplink.slots 1020, 3 downlink slots

'l630; and beacoh nrvessa'ge 1040. Beacdn message 1040 contains informations'specifying the Aotal number of slots

and the number 'of downlink slots that will be present in the next) frame^ 1050. Franrie 1050 reflects this intormations

•*5 having the Same'nuniber of reservation hr>inislots 1012 (4). but 3^uplink slots I020,.and 2 downlink slots 1030, plus.a

new beacon niessage 1 060 which specifies the up I ink/down^ink transmission time ratio forlhe next frame, etc.- .-v

' [0f35] For the PCs flow control, the wireless modern sets high and low buffer occupancy thresholdsifor each direption

(uplink/downlink) and monitors Ihe buffer occupancy. When the buffer occupancy for the uplink .traffic .hi Is.,the. high

threshold, a flow control signal (Xoff ) is sent to the PC from the wireless modem. When the buffer occupancy for the

so uplink traffic drops below the- low threshold (after- previously exceeding the high threshold), . the wireless modem will

send an *Xon' signal to the PC. When the buffer occupancy for the downlink traffic hits the high threshold, the wireless

' 'modem' sets' ihe ^Xdh/Xoff "bit in-the frame control field to "oh "^^at the^ time it sends a message, to the access, point. A

zcro-lcngth message will bo sent if there is no uplink frame to be sent. Such a frame willibe considered a high priority

control frame.

55 [0136] ' For'\he Frequency Division Half-Duplex version; both the wireless modem and the access, point maintain a

memory for buffering both uplink and downlink messages. For the* Frequency Division.Full-Duplex version, :the AP

maintains a buffer for both uplink and downlink messages. Typical buffer sizes would be 100 Kbytes at both the modem

and the AP for FDHD and 200 Kbytes at the AP for FDFD: The^buffers of the wireless modenri are typically partitjoned
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into a .ratio of /f^: ! between the downlink and 'Uplink traffic: . * . i
- -.

[0137] The access point buffers are also partitioned into a k^ V ri^itio of downlink to uplink.traffic. Again, traffic .char-

acterizationiseems to suggest that a ratio of. .4:1 ^(do^wo Ijnk capacity being: 4 .times. greater, than uplink capacity) is

appropriate. When the downlink buffer occupancy hits the high threshold, tl^e access. point sends an 'Xoff^ nriessage

5 to^lhe wireless'hub. When the downlink buffer occupancy hits the-.lpw^threshold (after previously exceeding the hjgh,.

threishold), it.sends.an 'Xon' message to the wireless hub. When the.uplink buffer, occupancy hits the^high threshold,

the access point sets the 'Xon' bit in the frame.conUol fieldat the timeit^s.ends the next broadcast frame to all associated

wireless modems) When the tjplink buffer occupancy hits.the.lovy.tfireshold (after previously^ exceeding the^high thresh-

,

old),* the access point will clear the 'Xoff* bit in the frame control field.at the time it.sends the. next broadcast frame. In..

10 addition, a more sophisticated flow control scheme is used, by the access point to keep tracks of the buffer .occupancy,

of:each wireless modem (in^either direction) and to send an Xon/Xoff MAG.frame to a specific wireless modem for a

high uplink buffer threshold violation or inform the wireless hub. of the appropriate connection \D fpr a high dovyrilinK.

buffer threshold violation. . , . ; ;

[0138] ' An aspect of the:invention is capable of supporting admission rcoritrol.. VVhen a PC uservsubrnits a connection^

^5 request via the wireless modem, the connection request is converted into a network,layer registration message that is ;

transmitted across the'airlihk to the AP.The AR,needS5tomake.a decision, as -to whether.to admit this new copriectipn.,

request. The admission control technique can be simple./suph as admitting any new conpectipn-requpst if. the total

,

number of connections admitted is less than a maximum number. A simple admission control technique cannot guar-

^

antee quality 'of service to alt admitted users, however, and ;may not .result in high bapdwidth utttizalipn..,

20 [01 39] Other admission control techniques- may 'therefore be better than the simple scheme. A .sp^ific admissiop

control program may even utilize a combination of . several techniques. :For.example; where each connection j;equest

specifies a delay requirement; a bandwidth requirementj.and: a- traffic, descriptor; the AP may first cornpute various
^

performance metrics (e.g. total bandwidth consumed;,average delay) in order to determine whether admission of the,

new Connection could cause a failure to meet.the .Quality of: Service.' of those admitted connections. If the Quality of

25 Service of al) admitted connections can be maintainedcwith the admission of the new connection, the nevy connection

will'be admitted. Otherwise; the new connection request will be denied. The equivalent bandwidth -based admission

technique described, by K. M. Rege in "Equivalent iBandwidth and Related-.Admission Criteria for ATK/I Systems--. A

Performance Study,' I ntemationa I Jou rnat ofXommunication Systems. Vo!...2, ppi 181-197 (1994) may be used^with.,

minor modifications for handlirig this problem in^a wireless environment. For example, Rege assumes there is only one

30 bandwidth requirement and set of QoS requirementsrHere.jthe method of Rege is extended to support multiple bandv,

width requirements and different QoS requirements. for uplink/downlink. Adjustment to the bandwidth. requirernent
,

based on the radio distance (and hence the potential FER that may be experienced) between the wireless modem;and '.

the AP isalso supported.- . • . r : \ , - . j i ,
.. ^. ^ t , , :r

[0140] • In another example, each connection request specifies the average bit- rate required and a traffic burstiness

35 factor. The AP collects information about the number of .bytes sent.by each connection in ejther direction for a certain

period of time. The AP also measures a: burstiness factor; for the connection traffic in either,direction. Based on this

measured information, the AP is able-to determine the.potential average connection bit.rate in;either^dtrection,(uplink/.

downlink) and the burstiness factor of each connection. The AP then computes an equjvalerit.number of admitted

connections. When a new connection request arrives; the AP calculates whether the new equivalent number of admitted

•40 connections exceeds a specified threshold. If the threshold. is. exceeded, the connection request is denied. Otheryvjse,,

it is accepted. • : ^ •
. i },-: -

: . ;
-

, ; ;
-

• r.

[0141] The measured quantities can be various metrics related to interference. If this is an interference limited system

rather than a bandwidth limited system, then, in order to see if the new connection :Shou Id be admitted, the AP contin-

uously measures a Frame Error Rate (FEB) metric for 'each renrxDte host based.on theHnterterence measured. An
-^5 implementation ol this method for admitting new connections based measured quantities in a wireless network is illus-

tratied in Fig. 20. An uplink Frame Error Rate, an average uplink bit rate, a.burstiness factor of the uplink tr-affic, and a

packet loss rate are measured 201 Oat the base station for each remote host. A down Iink-Frame Error Rate, an.average,

downlink bit rale, a burstiness factor of the downlink traffic, and. a packet loss rate are measured at each admitted

remote host 2015, and then the downlink FEB is sent 2020 to the base .station. This,procedure is .continuous 2025,

50 allowing all remote hosts' currently admitted.to send their measured FEB to the base station. The repprting process

may be either periodic or triggered. In an alternate embodiment; each.remote also sends the,measured average.doyyri-

link bit rate, traffic burstiness factor, and packet loss rate to the 'base station. .
-

. ^ . y

[0142] An equivalent bandwidth based on averageand peak bit rates of the,connection, the burstiness factor 9! the

traffic, and the packet toss rate of each connection is.computed 2030 at the base statipn-for each,retriote-.host. These

55 computations are continuously updated from new information received-from the remote hosts, and are, used by the

base station to compute an equivalent number of connections 2040 already admitted. If. a new connection is requested

2045. the base'slatioh considers the effect of the^average rate and packet toss rate requested by the.requested con-

nection and, based on the equivalent bandwidth, computes 2050 whether Quality of Service of all admitted connections
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can be maintained even if the new connection is admitted. If OoS is maihtainable 2055, the new connection wiN be
.

•

admitfed 2060; ¥'iriot. the new connection .
- .k>

;

i

"

[014'3]
* A strict usage jprioi-ity adm]siE(ion criteribn'c^h also belmpiemented. For example.- if .there are two user; priority;.

.

classes, class T and class 2, the system might adriait at' most* K^: users of Jower priority class 2 and a total number of

5 us^rs M{M> When an AP^ receives a connection request^from a:new user of clasS' 1 . it makes a. decision basedr

onVhe current total number of associated usey§> k^!'\t 'k'^ < M/ it i admits;the new user of.class )1
.
Qth.erwise. it checks;

to' see if it'candi^cbnnect'i^riy class 2 users. If* it can, then lt di^onnectra class ^ user and admits thetnew class 1: user ;

[0144] In this usage priority adrhisslbh schertie; th ere •are''two ways of admrttihg lower priority; us6rS;^

performance requirement is'such that'it is appropriate to'disconnect lower priority users after they are admitted;- then!,

10 loWer'priority users are admitted as long as the total number^of associated; users. is les^lhan'M. However, if a new -

class 1 us'er appears. ' the AP will send a disconnect message?to one :of-the admitted class 2 users in orden to admits

the new class 1 user, tn one embodiment, a - least recently used" technique is used to identify: the: admitted class 2

user that the AP will disconnect. ' ^' J^
. . . ^i

;

' v

[0145] '

*lf the System perfbrrilahce requirement is 'such' that it- is> inappropriate.to disconnectilower priority users after

;

IS they are "admitted.'theh the AP admits class-2 users in the following mann ex:. If /c^ < M and the:new user ds of class.2;;

theri' the AP determines if the number of assdciated users of ct^ss 2, is such that /^ < K^ Ai l^,< K^vtheathe new

userof clasis 2 will be admitted. Otherwise the new user of class 2 will not be admitted. This approach can be extended-,

to'multiple priority clasises- '
- - > ?

:'
> iv^^:.!

[0146] Fig. 1 9 lis a flowchart iliuistrat ing this embodiment 'of -a. method for controhof admission of remote hosts -ac-.L

20 cording tO an aspect of the present 'invention The rietwork of; the embodiment of Fig 1 9'supports atMeast two priority*:

classes of remote hosts, and'has both a maximum total number'of^admitted remote hosts,.and a maximum oumberjof

admitted lower priority remotes. Whien the base station'recetvesa;910.a connection requestfrom an unadmitted remote,

host, it deternhines 1 91 5 whether the host belongs to the high'er^priority class .If so.*then> if- the total number of admitted^^ -

remote hosts is 'less than the maximurri total number of demote hosts 1^920, the unadmitted higher priority host will be..

2$ adrhitted 1 925. if the total ritinibor of admitted remote hosts is not less than the-maximum'total.number of remote hosts

1920, ttien if hone oif =the already admitted remote hosts is «of the lower priority.class 1930, the requesting host. will bev

refused admission I^SSMf one of the alrea'dy adrriittedhosts-is oithe lower priorityiclass 1930, and it has tndicated.at

the time'it was admitted that it may be! disconnected 1-94G,'ttie;lowerpi'iOrity class remote. host will be disconnected

1945 sb that the requesting remote host from the higher priority class may be admitted 1925. In one embodiment ,4he

30 least recently lisied remote host of the lower priority class, will -beithe one preferentially disconnected. If th^ connection

request received at the base station 1 91 0 rs from an unadmitted remote host belonging toa lower, priority! class 1 915? ,

then if the total number of adrhitted rerhote hosts is less than th^ maximum allowable 1950. and the requesting lower

priority remote host indicates that it can be disconnected prematurely 1955, the lower priority host will be admitted ,

1925. Mf the total number bf adinitted remote hosts is less than the. maximum 1950, and the unadmitted lower priority -

's rerriote hbst'indicates-that premature disconnection is inappropriate ^955, then the lower priority remote host will only

.

be adrhitted 1925 'if the rtuhnber of already admitted lower'pribrity hosts is less than some threshold 1960, othenwise

the requesting loWer priority hbst will be refused admission 1935; .just as rit the total number of admitted users was-not-

lesM'thah the m&ximurrr allowable 1950. ' - - ' : ^ ^ : : ^ .
'

^ . .

-
^ = V'..

[6l47]' In an alternate ehibodihnent of this admission control technique, lower priority class users (e.g.jclass 2 .users)

•^0 are adrhitted if th^-total number of currently associated users.of all Glasses is less than.a second threshold, normally

.

lower than the threshold for higher priority users, rather than being based partially (as a second threshold) on: the;

nurhb'er of currently assdciated users of that-^ower priorityxlass. In this embodiment, if ;the tolal number of currently

assbciat^d users is less than O,, (with 0;^y <'Q/and 0; = M), then the new: user from priority Glass i will be admitted.

[0148]' In one enribodinrient, the AP collects the following infomnation for each connection: (r) the average rate used,

-^5 (ii) the last time the connection used the'«network, (iii)'.frame error rate< and {iv) packet loss rate. Overload control

methiods 'then allow thiS'AP to disconnect users of 'aMower priority during congestion. AJternatively, instead. of discpnr

necting users of a lower priority, they rViay be tedirectedUo other nearby APs that have a: lower, load. v.. . .

[0149]- "If the downlink/uplink buffer occupancy has exceeded tha high threshold, the access point wilLip a preferred

embodiment, determine if this is caused by a specific connection^ora group of connections. Jf it is caused by a specific

,

so connection, the access point will send a flow control signal to thexonnection to prevent it from sending more data. In

addition; the access point may ^ reduce the bandwidth. shares allocated: to any users who have, indicated during the

connection set-up that they can tolerate a variable allocated bandwidthi-* - " . V; v ! , . ; . , W

[0150]'^ If the measured downlink frame errorvates for rmny connections are seen to bo increasing, then the AR.may

be experi'encing ^n increased interference level from otheraccess points. All admitted users may generally b.e classified

55 into two categories: those which allow service interruptions andfthose which do not. When there is congestion^ due to

an (hcreased irHterference level, the access point may elect to disconnect the class of admitted users-.that permit service

interruption in order that more -bandwidth may be allocated.to the remaining users (more bandwidth bemg available

providing a eonsequently greater number of opportunities for retransmission). . - • ' : . — i ^.t
•
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[0151] If only a specific connection is experiencing a high downlink frame error rate, then the access point nnay elect

to disconnect other connections if the connection experiencing bad performance is of a higher priority. For example,

when a specific high priority connection is experiencing a high uplink frame error rate, the access point may disconnect

other users in order to give more bandwidth to the higher priority connection. If a majority of all associated connections

5 experience high uplink frame error rates, the AP may instead send a congested signal to a wireless hub which can

coordinate the action s;bf, other access points, such as by sending signals to these access points to inhibit them from

admitting new users and.dropping lower priority users.

[0152] There may also be occasions when there is a sudden increase in short bursty messages. Short packets

queued up for so long, in either the uplink or downlink queue at the access point, that they exceed the time-to-live

10 value alkx^ated for them will be thrown away, resulting in an increase in packet loss rate due to the processing bottleneck

at the access point.' Under such an overload situation, the access point may elect to temporarily disconnect some users

of a lower priority. Other bombinatioris of the possible actions discussed would also be suitable, the exact combination

being decided by the base station depending on the particular congestion conditions observed in the network.

[0153] A particular embodiment of a method for overload control is iliustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 21 As seen in

'5 Fig. 21 , an uplink Frame Error Rate is continuously measured 2110 at the base station for each remote host based on

an average uplink bit rate, a burstiness factor of uplink trafticand a packet loss rate, Similarly, a downlink Frame Error

Rale IS measured at each remote host 211 5 based on the average downlink bit rate, the burstiness factor of the downlink

traffic, and the packet loss rate and then each FEB is sent 21 20 to the base station. This procedure is continuous 21 25,

allowing all remote hosts currently admitted to send their FEB to the base station. If an overload condition exits, flow-

20 control messages ate sent between at least one of the remole hosts and the base station in order to control data flow

2130. Packets at the base station having a delay exceeding a time-to-live threshold 2135 are then discarded 2140,

and connections with a Frame Error Rates that has exceeded a frame error rate threshold for a specified time 2145

and that have indicated that their connections can be interrupted 2150 are disconnected 2155.

[01 54] To obtain a particular quality of service, each connection request contains the fotiowing information: bandwidth

2S requirement, delay requirement, a "loss tolerablo/non-tolorable'.flag, a "sen/ice interruption allowed' flag, acceptable

packet loss rate, and a traffic descriptor which consists of,peak data rate, average data rate, and a potential burstiness

factor for each direction, uplink and downlink. For example, a connection that specifies a delay requirement of 20 ms

and "loss tolerant" will have its packet thrown away if the'message it sends or is supposed to receive sits in the queue

at the wireless modem or the access point for more than 20,rns If the user specifies a delay requirement but classifies

30 itself as "loss non-tolerant", then packets intended for that user will not be thrown away until there is a buffer overflow.

The bandwidth requirement, delay requirement, packet loss rate, and the traffic descriptor are all used in the admission

control technique. . ,

"

[01 55] A data security feature can. be implemented using ahy. of ^^e methods known in the art. One example would

be to adapt the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engmeers (IEEE) standard 802.11 wired Local Area Network

35 (LAN) equivalent approach. The wired equivalent privacy (.WEP) feature is defined in the 802.11 standard to protect

authorized users of a wireless l^AN casual eavesdroppihg. Payload encryption is not be turned on unless the WEP
option is turned on Each service"provider assigns a shared.key to all users, in addition to a user-gnique key. The keys

are periodically modified, with tliie effectiveness of the security "feature depending on the length of the key chosen and

the frequency with which the key is changed
io [01 56] Although preferred embodiments of novel access control, admission control and conflict resolution schemes

are described above, these embodiments are intended to be illustrative only and therefore not limiting.

45

50

Claims

A method for establishing the power level for uplink data transmission via an initial access request message in a

wireless communications network, said network having a base station and a plurality of remote hosts, said network

employing the On-Demand Multiple Access Fair Queuing protocol, said method comprising the steps, in combi-

nation, of.

transmitting a short connection request message from a first one of said renriote host at an initial transmit

power level that is set relative to a nominal open loop power level;

if the transmission is unsuccessful, incrementing said transmit power level by a power increment amount:

repeating the steps of transmitting and incrementing until the transmission is successful; and

storing the power level at which transmission is successful and using said stored power level for data trans-

mission utilizing said On-Demand Multiple Access Fair Queuing protocol.

30
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